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SammanfattningI detta examensarbete i villkorsteknik presenteras en kompilator för ett nyttmodelleringsspråk för villkorslösare.BakgrundTraditionella villkorsprogrammeringsspråkanses vara för svåranvända inommångatillämpningsområden; särskilt inom industrin. Nivån är för låg oh ingåendekunskaper i programmering krävs för att använda sådana verktyg. Ett alterna-tiv är att konstruera särskilda modelleringsspråk. Sådana språk bör:
• Ha tillräklig uttrykskraft för att typiska villkorsproblem skall kunna for-muleras inom språket.
• Vara oberoende av vilken villkorslösare vi använder.
• Vara lätt att använda, även för ike-programmerare. Problem skall kunnamodelleras på hög abstraktionsnivå med hjälp av ett litet antal fundamen-tala primitiv.
• Inte vara beräkningsfullständigt, d.v.s. vi kan undvara sådana �nessersom rekursion, loopar oh kvanti�ering över obegränsade universa.En möjlighet är att bygga på relationer. Detta leder till så kallad relationsmod-ellering, d.v.s. man formulerar en modell där beslutsvariablerna är (matema-tiska) relationer. Villkoren kan då uttrykas på ett naturligt sätt med hjälp avpredikatlogik.Ett sådant språk har konstruerats vid Uppsala Universitet, Institutionen förInformationsteknologi. Språket har givits namnet esra (Exeutable Symbolismfor Relational Algebra).En kompilator för esraOm esra modeller ska kunna exekveras av en dator måste de först kompilerastill ett språk som en villkorslösare kan förstå. Det �nns villkorslösare för mångaprogrammeringsspråk, t.ex. Java, C++, OCaml oh SICStus Prolog. Vårt valföll på SICStus Prolog. Anledningen till att vi valde just SICStus Prolog är attforskarna här har myket erfarenhet av det språket. Dessutom stöder SICStusProlog en myket stor uppsättning globala villkor.SICStus Prolog saknar variabler av relationstyp, så en viktig del av projek-tet är att representera relationsvariablerna med någon form av datastrukturer.Relationer kan representeras på många olika sätt. I min kompilator väljer jagatt använda matrisrepresentationer där varje relation representeras av en matrisav sanningsvärden. Kompilatorn skapar bara en uppsättning representationerför varje modell oh är därför deterministisk .Under arbetets gång har jag stött på olika problem att lösa. Hur översätterman till exempel kvanti�erade formler i ett språk utan loopar? Hur kommu-nierar man mellan delrutiner i ett språk utan globala variabler? Jag har oksåuteslutit vissa detaljer i spei�kationen av esra för att göra uppgiften enklare.Den färdiga kompilatorn har testats gentemot 6 testmodeller oh funnitsgenerera korrekt kod för dessa. Jag har okså gjort benhmarks för att testae�ektiviteten. I vissa fall var e�ektiviteten sämre än vad vi hoppats på.2



Fortsatt arbeteI fortsättningen kommer andra individer att vidareutvekla kompilatorn. Det�nns myket att göra.
• Implementera de element som jag har utelämnat.
• Göra kompilatorn ike-deterministisk oh införa �er representationer förrelationer. Då blir det kompilatorns sak att hjälpa modelleraren att hittaden mest optimala representationen för en viss klass modeller oh instans-data.
• Optimeringar av den genererade koden. T.ex. kan det vara möjligt attreduera djupet i en nästlad iteration genom att använda något globaltvillkor, t.ex. �salar produt.�
• Automatisk detektering oh brytning av symmetrier.
• Automatisk generering av implierade villkor.
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1 Introdution1.1 Constraint Satisfation Problems (CSPs)Combinatorial problems and disrete optimization problems are beoming moreand more important in various appliation domains from industry to �nane.Important domains inlude sheduling, ost optimization, and �nanial problemssuh as the portfolio optimization problem [5, 11℄. Problems of this type are oftenhard to solve e�iently. Typially they are NP-omplete, whih means that nopolynomial time algorithms are available for their solutions. One tehnique forsolving suh problems is alled onstraint programming over �nite domains [1℄.Consider a �nite set of variables, alled deision variables, varying over �nitedomains and a �nite set of onstraints on these variables, i.e. a set of formulasexpressible in �rst order prediate logi onstraining the possible values of thevariables. A onstraint satisfation problem, or CSP in brief, is the task to �nd aomplete instantiation of the variables whih satis�es all onstraints. A speiallass of CSPs is the onstraint optimization problems or COPs in brief. In aCOP the goal is to optimize a funtion of the variables suh that no onstraintis violated.A software system apable of solving suh problems is alled a onstraintsolver and the proess of expressing a problem as a CSP is referred to asmodelingthe problem. In order to model a problem as a CSP one has to de�ne thedeision variables of the problem and their domains and express the onstraintsin terms of the hosen variables. This of ourse an be done in many di�erentways, some of them leading to more e�ient solutions than others. The artof modeling is generally not very well understood and is based on experienerather than theory. A far sighted goal of onstraint programming researh isto develop heuristis that an be used by the solver to hose the most e�ientmodel for a partiular lass of problems and instane data. But we are not thereyet.Constraint solvers �rst make an attempt to narrow the domains of the de-ision variables by noting that ertain values always violate some onstraints.This proess is alled onstraint propagation and is very important for e�ientsolving of CSPs. When the domains annot be narrowed any more the solverresorts to a searh through the problem state spae , i.e. the set of all possibleinstantiations of the deision variables. When an inonsistent state is reahed,i.e. a state where some of the domains have beome empty, the solver baktraksto an earlier state and tries new values. This proess ontinues until either asolution is found or the entire state spae beomes exhausted.Constraint solvers an be implemented in various ways. Traditionally solversare built into general purpose programming languages, usually an extension to alogi programming language. The advantage is of ourse that baktrak searh isalready a part of suh a language, whih makes the solver easy to integrate withthe syntax and semantis of the language. Another approah, whih is beominginreasingly more ommon, is to implement the solver as a library within aonventional programming language, for instane Java. The Koalog onstraintsolver (see www.koalog.om/php/js.php) is a ommerial Java lass libraryfor solving CSPs. The CLPFD library [2℄ in SICStus Prolog is another examplewhih is treated in setion 1.3.Yet another approah is to develop a speial solver independent modeling6



language. This is a language whih must be ompiled into exeutable ode insome other language. Suh languages allows the user to model his problemon a muh higher level of abstration than most onventional languages does.Typially suh a language is delarative, and does not aim for omputationalompleteness. A ommerial example of suh a language is opl [15, 14℄, atrademark of ILOG, whih works in onjuntion with a solver written in C++.opl allows the model itself to be separated from the instane data. This isahieved by providing a separate data �le, whih provides values to variableswhih has been delared in the model but not assigned any value. The separationof model and data is highly desirable beause it makes maintenane of a largeset of models and instanes muh more manageable.One problem with opl is that it fores the modeler to hose onrete rep-resentations of the instane data and deision variables. In opl the data arestores as arrays. Another more abstrat approah is to provide an ADT1 basedview based on the mathematial onept of relations. This leads for instane torelational modeling languages, see [4℄ for a disussion of the bene�ts of relationalmodeling. It is now the responsibility of the ompiler to hose most e�ient rep-resentations of the abstrat data types based on some heuristis [9, 17℄, relievingthe modeler from this task.1.2 The Relational Modeling Language esraThe researh group astra2 (http://www.it.uu.se/researh/group/astra)at Uppsala University, has developed a relational modeling language alledesra3. This setion serves as a brief introdution to this language. Fur afull disussion see [4℄ for a general introdution and [3℄ for a tehnial disus-sion of the syntax and semantis of esra. There is also a predeessor of esrabased on funtional variables, here alled funtional esra. There already existsa ompiler, written in Java, ompiling funtional esra into opl [17℄. See also [9℄for a general disussion of how to represent funtional variables and heuristisfor hoosing the most suitable one for a ertain lass of problems and instanedata. This MS thesis is an extension of this work to relational esra.The language is based on the onept of relations. A relation between two�nite sets A and B is a set of ordered pairs (a, b) where a ∈ A and b ∈ B. Moregenerally a relation between n sets A1, A2, ..., An is a set of ordered tuples, ortuples in brief, (a1, a2, ..., an) suh that a1 ∈ A1, a2 ∈ A2, ..., an ∈ An.We also introdues the onept of multipliity or ardinality onstraint on arelation. The notation var R : A m×n Bwhere m and n are non negative integers, delares R as a relation between thesets A and B, suh that every element in A is related to exatly m elementsin B, while every element in B is related to exatly n elements in A. As ageneralization we may allow m and n to be sets. The expressionvar R : A M1×M2 B1Abstrat Data Type2Analysis, Synthesis, and Transformation/Reformulation of Algorithms3Exeutable Symbolism for Relational Algebra7



where M1 and M2 are �nite, non negative integer sets, delares R as a relationbetween A and B suh that eah element in A is related to m1 elements in B,where m1 ∈ M1, and eah element in B is related to m2 elements in A, where
m2 ∈M2.The onstraints are expressed by a relational alulus based on prediatelogi with ounting. Rather than giving a formal spei�ation here I will larifythe language with an example. For a full spei�ation see [3℄.Consider the balaned inomplete blok design problem. Let V be any setof v elements, alled varieties. A balaned inomplete blok design (BIBD) is abag of b subsets of V , alled bloks, eah of size k (onstraint C1), suh thateah pair of distint varieties ours together in exatly λ bloks (C2), with
2 ≤ k < v. An implied onstraint is that eah variety ours in the same numberof bloks (C3), namely r = λ(v − 1)/(k − 1). A BIBD is parameterized by a 5-tuple 〈v, b, r, k, λ〉. Originally intended for the design of statistial experiments,BIBDs also have appliations in ryptography and other domains, for instanethe portfolio optimization problem [11℄. See Problem 28 at http://www.splib.org for more information. I now present an esra model for this problem.dom Varieties ,Bloksst r, k, λ ∈ Nvar BIBD ∈ Varieties r×k Blokssolve
∀(v1 < v2 ∈ Varieties) ount(λ)(j ∈ Bloks | BIBD(v1, j) ∧ BIBD(v2, j))Let me step through this model line by line. The linedom V arieties, Blocksdelares the domains V arieties of varieties and Blocks of bloks as instanedata. The atual domains must be supplied via a data �le at run time. Thenext line st r, k, λ ∈ Ndelares 3 run time initialized natural number onstants (the two remaining

BIBD parameters v and b are impliitly given as the ardinalities of V arietiesand Blocks). Now the instane data are done with; next I delare the singlerelational deision variable BIBD.var BIBD ∈ Varieties r×k BloksThis line delares a relation between V arieties and Blocks with multipliityonstraints r and k. The interpretation of the atom BIBD(v, b) is that variety
v is in blok b. Note that the multipliities on the relation BIBD automatiallytakes are of onstraints C1 and C3. This way to express ardinality onstraintsdelaratively is a very powerful feature of esra. The delarations are now donewith and the onstraints follow after the keyword `solve'. Consider the line
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∀(v1 < v2 ∈ Varieties) ount(λ)(j ∈ Bloks | BIBD(v1, j) ∧ BIBD(v2, j))This is a ounting expression nested within a universal quanti�er. Let medesribe the ounting expression �rst. The formulaount(λ)(j ∈ Bloks | BIBD(v1, j) ∧ BIBD(v2, j))means: there's exatly λ values of j ∈ Blocks suh that BIBD(v1, j)∧BIBD(v2, j)),i.e. there's exatly λ bloks in Blocks that ontain both v1 and v2. Finally whenputting bak the ounting expression under the universal quanti�er we get themeaning: for all pairs of distint varieties v1 and v2, there's exatly λ bloksontaining both v1 and v2. This is just onstraint C2 whih onludes the dis-ussion of the BIBD problem.1.3 Solving CSPs in SICStus Prolog1.3.1 Prolog and lpfdProlog is a logi programming language, originally designed for proessing ofnatural languages. To understand this report the reader should have a thoroughunderstanding of this language. SICStus Prolog is a trademark of SICS 4 (http://www.sis.se), a ommerial implementation of the Prolog language. Thelibrary lpfd, Constraint Logi Programming over Finite Domains, is a subsystem of SICStus Prolog [2℄, inluding a onstraint solver. Beause I willmake frequent use of this library throughout this doument I will give a briefintrodution in this setion.Solving a CSP in SICStus Prolog onsists of two phases. First we have tomodel the problem by posting onstraints to the solver; this is the initializationphase. In the seond phase, the labeling phase, we invoke the solver usually bya all to the labeling/2 prediate. The solver will attempt to �nd a solution tothe CSP. When a solution is found it is printed and the user may try to �ndalternative solutions by baktraking. Prolog answers no if there are no moresolutions. Now I give a desription of all lpfd prediates and onstraints Iwill use throughout the report. The reader will �nd additional doumentationon line http://www.sis.se/sistus.1.3.2 Deision Variables and their DomainsDeision variables are tied to domains. lpfd has no omplex or aggregatedeision variables, so all deision variables range over integer sets, denoted byrange expressions whih are either intervals or enumerated sets like {1,2,3}. Aninterval expression, e.g. 1..10, denotes the set of all integers between the lowerand upper endpoint respetively. There are also in�nite intervals, e.g. 1..sup andinf..7, where sup and inf stand for plus in�nity and minus in�nity respetively.Sets are also denoted by enumeration of elements with the usual mathematialsyntax, e.g. {1, 4, 7, 11, -5}. We ties range expression to the deision variableX by the goal: `X : Range'. To delare X as a natural number variable use thefollowing goal:4Swedish Institute for Computer Siene 9





Val is an integer, List is a list of integers or deision variables, Countan integer or a deision variable, and RelOp is a relational symbol as insetion 1.3.3. True if N is the number of elements of List that are equalto Val and N RelOp Count.As an example suppose Xs is a list of boolean values, zeros and ones, and wewant to state the onjuntion of all values. The following goal makes the trik:length(Xs, NumElements),sum(Xs, #=, NumElements).The explanation is that the sum is equal to the number of elements if and onlyif eah element is equal to one.1.3.5 LabelingWhen all onstraints have been stated (posted) it is time to ask the solver tostart a baktrak searh for a solution to the problem. This is often ahievedby a all to the built in prediate labeling/2. Consider �rst a pure CSP withdeision variables in the list Xs. The goallabeling([℄, Xs).starts a baktrak searh for the solution. When a solution has been found itis printed by the system and the user is prompted for (at the toplevel only)baktraking to �nd alternative solutions. Now onsider a COP with the ob-jetive funtion bound to the variable M and the deision variables we are doinglabeling on in the list Xs. The goallabeling([maximize(M)℄, Xs).tries to �nd a solution where M is maximized. The goallabeling([minimize(M)℄, Xs).searhes a solution where M is minimized.1.4 The Goal of this ThesisThe goal of this MS thesis is to develop a ompiler for relational esra, om-piling models into exeutable SICStus Prolog programs. The ompiler shall usea binary matrix representation of relational variables with an optimization fortotal funtions. I was given free hand making any reasonable simplifying as-sumption on the soure language whih would help me to omplete the task.The ompiler is implemented in Objetive Caml, a funtional programming lan-guage in the ML family [10℄ using a parser already developed by Magnus Ågren.In the rest of the thesis I �rst give a detailed de�nition of the soure languageatually implemented, setion 2. Some examples of esra models an be foundin setion 3. In setion 4 a detailed aount of the atual translation algorithmis given. Setion 5 is a short summary of how to use the �nal program. Finallysome tests and benhmarks are presented in setion 6.11



2 Assumptions on the Soure Language (a Subsetof esra)The purpose of this setion is to de�ne the soure language of the ompiler.All di�erenes between the soure language and the full esra spei�ation arepresented here.2.1 General AssumptionsMost assumptions on the soure language appear throughout the rest of thismajor setion, but there are some outstanding issues that don't �t elsewhere.These issues are addressed in this sub setion.2.1.1 Syntati IssuesThere's only a few points where I disagree with the syntax of full esra.
• Identi�ers must begin with a letter of either ase (may start with lowerase). The rest of the identi�er onsists of letters, digits or undersores.Quoted asii strings are not supported. Moreover so alled symboli on-stants, enumerations or atoms or whatever they are alled, are not sup-ported.
• Using a naked #, -> or +> in relational domain expressions is not allowed.The square brakets in [#℄ et are mandatory. The reason is that theinlusion of the naked operators makes the grammar unparsable. So forinstane the expression D -> D is illegal but D [->℄ D is orret.
• In expressions like forall(i:D)(<formula>)or sum(i:D)(<expression>),there are mandatory parentheses around <formula> and <expression>.Trying to disard these parentheses makes the grammar unparsable.2.1.2 No Set ComprehensionsIn the full esra spei�ation, there are so alled set omprehensions, that is aset given by a �ltering ondition on a variable. For instane {i ∈ D|i < 10}is a set omprehension meaning all elements in D whih are less than ten. Setomprehensions are not supported!. Implementing set omprehensions requiresome loop onstrutions, similar to the ones used to implement quanti�ed ex-pressions. My original intention was to support set omprehensions but nowI'm left with no more time so I have to forbid them.The ard/1 operator to take the ardinality of a set is most typially usedin onjuntion with set omprehensions, so I deided to omit this operator aswell. There is a way to simulate the ard/1 operator using a sum expression.For instaneard {i:D | F(i) < 100}may be replaed bysum(i:D | F(i) < 100) (1).The trik is to sum a number of ones, one for eah element in {i:D | F(i) <100}. 12



2.2 Domains2.2.1 Primitive DomainsPrimitive domains ontain primitive values only. I reognize two kinds of primi-tive values: integers and booleans. In partiular tuples are not primitive values .Integers and booleans must not be intermixed with eah other in the same do-main. A primitive domain is thus either a subset of the integers or a subsetof the booleans {true, false}. Observe that the atoms inf and sup are notintegers. They just represent the lower and upper endpoints of an unboundedinterval.Primitive domains must not ontain deision variables , but may ontainrun time initialized onstants (see 2.3.2) and expressions depending on suhvalues. I say that domains are ground , i.e. they are fully instantiated at runtime before the problem is passed to the solver.A primitive domain may be denoted extensionally as a list of values enlosedin braes, for instane {1, 5, 7, -1}. It may also be given intensionally asan interval with lower and upper endpoints separated by '..', for instane1..sup. The atoms 'int' and 'nat' are syntax sugar for inf..sup and 0..suprespetively. The singleton interval n..nmay be abbreviated to n, but only whenit is used as a multipliity set . It is not allowed for an interval to have an upperbound that is less than its lower bound . The bounds of an interval must eitherbe ground integer values or one of the atoms inf and sup.To illustrate the rules I now give examples of several orret and inorretprimitive domain expressions.{1, 7, 5, -11, 2}Corret! This is a domain ontaining 5 integers.{1, g, 5, -11*d, 2}Corret under the assumption that g and d has previously been delared asinteger onstants.{true, false}Corret! This is the boolean domain .{1, 2, sup, -12}Illegal! This domain ontains the illegal atom 'sup'.{1, 5, true}Illegal! This domain is inhomogeneous .1..falseIllegal! The atom 'false' is not allowed as end point to an interval.{1..10}Syntax error! Interval expression must not be enlosed in braes.{1, (2,3), 4}Illegal! This domain ontains a tuple. 13



2.2.2 Relational DomainsRelational domains are onstruted from primitive domains by the binary in�xoperator [#℄ and the unary su�x operator [℄. To de�ne their semantis I must�rst de�ne the notion of a multipliity set. A multipliity set is just a �nitedomain of ground non-negative integer values.Assume that M1, M2 are multipliity sets and D1, D2 are primitive domains.The relational domainD1 [M1#M2℄ D2is the domain of relations in the artesian produt of D1 and D2, suh that eahelement in D1 is related to m1 elements in D2 where m1 ∈ M1 and eah elementin D2 is related to m2 elements in D1 where m2 ∈ M2.Assume that D is a primitive domain and M is a multipliity set. The setdomainD[M℄is the domain of subsets of D with ardinalities in M.I also introdue some handy short notations. [#℄, [->℄ and [+>℄ are syntaxsugar for [0..sup # 0..sup℄, [1 # 0..sup℄ and [{0,1} # 0..sup℄ respe-tively. These are the domains of unonstrained relations, total funtions andpartial funtions respetively.Now I have to worry a bit about what happens when these expressions arenested. What is the meaning of (D1[#℄D2) [#℄ (D3[#℄D4)? Obviously itmakes no sense to interprete this as a set of relations between relations beauseesra has no higher order objets, so I have to interprete it as the set of rela-tions in the four fold artesian produt D1 × D2 × D3 × D4. The parenthesesin relational expressions should not have any essential semanti signi�ane.Parentheses however are important for the parser. The operator [#℄ assoiatesfrom left to right so D1 [#℄ D2 [#℄ D3 parses as (D1 [#℄ D2) [#℄ D3. Sowhat signi�ane has the parse tree if I am going to �atten it out anyway?First I have to introdue the idea of the primary funtor of a relationaldomain expression. It is just the root of the parse tree. So for instane theprimary funtor of (D1 [->℄ D2) [#℄ (D3 [->℄ D4) is [#℄. I say that a non-trivial ardinality onstraint is attahed to a [M1#M2℄ operator, if one of themultipliity sets is di�erent from the (trivial) set 0..sup. A ardinality onstraintof 0..sup (the naturals) is alled a trivial onstraint, beause it is really not aonstraint at all.Now I make the following assumptions on relational domains:
• Eah relational domain expression may be ompletely fatorized into aartesian produt of primitive domains.
• Non trivial ardinality onstraints may only be given to the primary fun-tor of the relational domain parse tree.
• The relational domain parse tree is oneptually �attened to a depth oftwo levels. I will refer to the primitive domains on the left side of the14



primary funtor as the left hand side domains or for short the LHS do-mains. Similarly the domains to the right of the primary funtor are theright hand side domains or RHS domains. I will all the number of LHSdomains the left arity of the relational domain. Similarly the number ofRHS domains is the right arity of the relational domain. A relational do-main is a domain of total funtions if the left hand side multipliity set is{1}.The reasons for �attening out the sub struture of the relational domain parsetree are threefold. Firstly I am not quite sure what this sub struture shouldmean in a language without tuple values. Seondly I do not think suh a substruture is really needed for relational modeling. Thirdly by ignoring suh substruture the task of implementation is vastly simpli�ed.With this simpli�ation any relational domain an be ompiled into a quadru-ple (LeftDoms, m1, m2, RightDoms) where LeftDoms and RightDoms, the LHSand RHS domains respetively, are lists of primitive domains.I now give some examples of orret and illegal relational domain expressions.D1 [2#1℄ D2Corret! This is a domain of relations in D1 x D2 whih relates eah elementin D1 with exatly two elements in D2 and eah element in D2 with exatly 1element in D1.1..10 [->℄ natCorret! This is a domain of total funtions from 1..10 to nat.(1..5 [2#℄ D) [->℄ natIllegal! A non trivial ardinality onstraint on a non primary funtor.1..10[nat℄Corret! This is the domain of all sub sets of 1..10.2.3 DelarationsThe purpose of delarations in any formal language, is to bind identi�ers to theirdomains (or types). In my implementation of esra I require that identi�ers bedelared before they are used. By this assumption it is possible to implementthe ompiler in one pass and I need not to worry about irular dependenyof onstant de�nitions.Only one identi�er may be delared in the same delara-tion. In esra there are 3 kinds of delarations: domain, onstant and variabledelarations.
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2.3.1 Domain DelarationsA domain delaration binds an identi�er to a domain expression. A domainexpression may later be referred to by this identi�er. In the spei�ation ofthe full esra language it is allowed to delare an un spei�ed domain identi�erwhih is to be bound at run time. This is not allowed in this implementation.The only form of domain delaration whih is reognized by the ompiler isthereforedom <identifier> = <domain expression>Note that domain delarations begin with the keyword 'dom'. It is also forbid-den to bind an identi�er to a relational domain. I now give examples of orretand illegal domain delarations.dom Warehouses = 1..5Corret!dom Warehouses = {'London', 'Stokholm', 'Berlin'}Illegal! Enumerated (or symboli) onstants are not supported.dom StoresIllegal! Does not bind the identi�er to a domain at ompile time.dom Relations = Warehouses [#℄ StoresIllegal! Binds a relational domain.The reasons for these assumptions are again simpliity (and time shortage).Allowing domains to be instantiated at run time makes stati type hekingimpossible. I disallow the ase of relational domain binding for tehnial reasons,it ompliates the �attening of the parse tree in my one pass ompiler. Tooverome these limitations it is neessary to let all domains be represented atrun time by an objet. The ompiler may only refer to a domain by its namebeause the atual domain is unknown at ompile time. A dynami type hekis now neessary eah time a relation typed to this domain is referred to. I leavethis work to the next developer.2.3.2 Constant DelarationsA onstant delaration binds a onstant to an identi�er. Constant delarationsbegin with the keyword 'st'. There are two types of onstants in esra. Firstonstants whih are known at ompile time. These must be bound in line by adelaration like this:st <identifier> = <value> : <domain>
16



This delaration binds the identi�er to its domain at the same time as it is givenits value. A onsisteny hek is made by the ompiler to ensure that the valuedoes not violate the domain. from this point on the ompiler knows the valueof the onstant and an substitute the value for the identi�er whenever it isreferred to.The other kind of onstants esra support are run time instantiated on-stants. Suh onstants must be instantiated at run time from a data �le. Thesyntax for delaring a run time onstant is:st <identifier> : <domain>This binds the identi�er to its domain. The ompiler does not know the valueof suh onstants, so it will have to refer to them by name.Constants an be relations. There is no syntax for in line delaration of arelation, so these have to be delared as run time onstants. This is just goodbeause it makes it possible to separate the model from its instane data.I now give examples of some orret and some illegal onstant delarations.st g = 10 : natCorret! Binds the value 10 to g.st g = -10 : natIllegal! Domain error, -10 is not in natst SypplyCost : (Warehouses [#℄ Stores) [->℄ natCorret! Delares instane data array for the warehouse loation problem. Notethat the parentheses are really neessary here.st Capaity = 8 : Warehouses [->℄ natIllegal! A relational onstant must not be assigned a value in line.2.3.3 Variable DelarationsA variable delaration alloates a deision variable and binds it to a domain.Variable delarations begin with the keyword 'var'. The syntax for a variabledelaration is:var <identifier> : <domain>Examples:var v : 1..10Corret!var Supplies : Warehouses [#1℄ StoresCorret! Delares a binary relation between Warehouses and Stores. Thisrelation is many to one aording to the ardinality onstraint. Eah storean be supplied by one warehouse only but eah warehouse may supply severalstores. 17



2.4 Primitive ExpressionsPrimitive expressions are built from identi�ers and integer and boolean on-stants and variables interonneted by binary and unary operators. Quanti�edexpressions and appliation expressions are not treated in this setion.2.4.1 Type RulesThere is only two kinds of primitive values: integer values and boolean values.ESRA is a typed language whih means that I will not aept a value with aertain type to be used in the wrong ontext. Integer values are either integeronstants like 103, or delared variables and onstants belonging to an integerdomain. A variable belonging to the boolean domain might be used in anyontext requiring a boolean value. An integer variable however must not beused in a boolean ontext.In the examples that follows I assume that identi�ers starting with b areboolean while those starting with n are integers.b1 = 301Inorret! A boolean an't be ompared to an integer.(12 < 7) * 58Inorret! 12<7 is a boolean value and annot be multiplied by an integer.2.4.2 Numeri ExpressionsPrimitive numeri expressions are built from identi�ers and integer onstantsusing one of the numeri operators +, -, *, /, % (remainder) and abs (ab-solute value). The �rst �ve of these are binary in�x operators while abs is aunary pre�x operator. The type rules (see 2.4.1) must be respeted. The resultof these operations is itself a numeri value and may be used in other numeriexpressions. Normal preedene rules from mathematis are respeted as isgrouping sub expressions by parentheses. In the following examples identi�ersstarting with 'n' are integer variables.123 * (n1 - 2)Corret!abs(nx*ny - 4*(n+1)) - nCorret!2*n1 - trueIllegal! Type error.
18



2.4.3 Comparison ExpressionsPrimitive omparison expressions are built from identi�ers, integer and booleanonstants using one of the omparison operators =, !=, <, =<, >, and >=.Note that `less than or equal to' is denoted by `=<' as in Prolog. Integer as wellas boolean values an be ompared using = and !=. I do not support equality orinequality between omplex values suh as tuples and sets. Only integers an beompared with the operators <, >, =< and >=. The result of a omparison isalways a boolean value whih annot partiipate in numeri expressions. In thefollowing examples identi�ers starting with 'n' are integer variables and thosestarting with other letters are of non integer types.n1*33 =< 0Corret!true > 0Illegal! Type error.{1, 2, 3} = sIllegal! Set expressions annot be ompared.(2,3) != (6,7)Illegal! Tuples annot be ompared.2.4.4 Propositional Expressionsesra supports all the usual onnetives of propositional logi exept negation.I also support these onnetives. Although negation is not supported it an besimulated by using an impliation sine the formula not F is equivalent to false=> F. A (primitive) propositional expression is built from identi�ers, integerand boolean onstants and the operators /\ (onjuntion), \/ (disjuntion), =>,<= (impliation) and <=> (equivalene). All omparison operators have higherpreedene than the propositional operators (see the grammar in setion 8). Inthe examples that follow, I assume that identi�ers starting with b are booleanswhile those starting with n are integers.n=5 => abs(n1-n1) =< 100Corret!n => nn*5 < 0Illegal! Type error.(false => b1) /\ (b2 \/ b3)Corret! Emulating negation of b1. 19



2.5 Appliation Expressions2.5.1 Total, Partial and Funtional AppliationsRelations are said to be applied to their arguments. An appliation is said tobe total if the number of arguments is the same as the total arity of the relation(see setion 2.2.2 for a disussion of arity). Suppose R is binary relation betweenthe sets A and B. The atom R(a, b), where a ∈ A and b ∈ B, is true if and onlyif (a, b) is in R. Total appliations reate boolean values.A partial appliation is a relational appliation on a subset of its parameters.With R as above the meaning of the expression R(a), where a ∈ A, is the set
{b ∈ B | R(a, b)}.A funtional appliation, �nally, is an appliation of a total funtion on allits LHS arguments (setion 2.2.2). Suppose F is a total funtion from the set
A to the set B. The expression F (a), where a ∈ A, evaluates to the uniqueelement b ∈ B suh that F (a, b). We say that a is mapped to b under F . Thereare two issues with this terminology whih I have to explain a bit more.First one ould argue that F(a) is a funtional appliation even if F is apartial funtion. Mathematially this is true, but I want to interpret F(a) as anumber and this is impossible if the F is allowed to be partial beause then F(a)may be the empty set. The empty set annot appear in numeri expressionsand we have a big trouble. Therefore I don't allow funtional notation to beused on partial funtions.Seondly a funtional appliation is tehnially partial, but I nevertheless willdistinguish between partial and funtional appliations, so when I speak aboutthe former I will always mean a non-funtional partial appliation, resultingin a non-singleton set. Note that a funtional appliation, when the funtionhas an integer range, is a numeri expression, that an itself be used in biggerexpressions.2.5.2 Assumptions on Relations and Appliation ExpressionsThe following assumptions are fundamental for my implementation.
• Partial appliations are not supported.
• Funtional appliations are supported on relational objets with a LHSmultipliity {1} (see setion 2.2.2), i.e. total funtions. Funtional appli-ation must not be used on partial funtions or on relations that are notfuntions.
• All total funtions are supposed to have a primitive range, i.e. the rightarity must be equal to 1. Relations with left multipliity {1} but rightarity bigger than 1 are treated as if they where relations, in partiularfuntional appliation is forbidden on suh objets. This rule is neessarybeause suh appliations reate tuple values whih does not exist in thisimplementation.
• A relation delared with a LHS multipliity {1} and right arity 1 is alwaysa total funtion. For tehnial reasons I annot allow total appliation tobe used with a funtion. Use funtional appliation in this ase!20



• An unbounded domain, like 1..sup, is only allowed on the right hand sideof (see setion 2.2.2) a total funtion with right arity 1. It is forbidden touse unbounded intervals in all other ases.
• Eah argument of a relational appliation must be a primitive value on-sistent with the domain of the relation. For instane a relation delaredon the domain 1..10 [1#0..sup℄ 1..3 may be applied on (5, 2) butnot on (true, 9).Now follows several examples of orret and illegal appliation expressionsand relation delarations to larify the rules.st F : 1..10 [->℄ natCorret! A total funtion may have 'nat' on the right side. This is just an�array� of 10 natural numbers.st F : nat [->℄ 1..10Illegal! Unbounded domains are never allowed on the LHS. This would requirean in�nite size representation whih is impossible.st R : nat [nat#1℄ 1..10Illegal! There's a 'nat' on the left hand side. It might be possible to represent Ras an array, but I don't allow it (time shortage! this is a speial ase I haven'ttreated � the �transposed funtion�).var R : 1..10 [#℄ natIllegal! The 'nat' is only allowed on total funtions. This annot be represented�nitely.st F : 1..10 [->℄ (1..10 [#℄ 1..10)Corret! Beware this is not treated as a funtion. Use relational notation here!var F : 1..10 [->℄ natCorret! Yes, even variable funtions may have an unbounded range. Bewarethat this an ause a runtime error if the domains have not been narrowed to�nite by onstraint propagation prior to the labeling phase.dom D = 1..5var R : D [#℄ Dvar S : D[nat℄solveS = R(5)Illegal! Partial appliation of R; set values annot be ompared.dom D = 1..5var F : D [1#℄ DsolveF(4, 5) 21



Illegal! F is a total funtion by multipliity onstraints. Use funtional notationhere: F(4) = 5.dom D = 1..5var R : D [->℄ (D [#℄ D)solveR(1, 3, 2)Corret! Relational notation is orret beause R is not treated as a totalfuntion. It has right arity 2. R(2) = (3, 4) is forbidden notation.var R : {1,2} [#℄ 1..10solveR(1, 2, 5)Illegal! To many arguments.var F : 1..10 [->℄ 1..10solveF(2)*F(3) + 4 =< 100Corret! The values of F are integers, hene they may be used in a numeriexpression.var F : 1..10 [+>℄ 1..10solveF(5) = 5Illegal! Funtional notation illegal on partial funtions beause the type ofthe funtion �image� is indeterminate (may be the empty set). Use relationalnotation here: F(5, 5).2.5.3 The Problem with Unbounded DomainsThe presene of the keywords nat and sup in the soure language presentssome di�ulties to the implementor. This means that domains an be in�nitein ertain irumstanes. It was lear early on that nat often ours on theRHS of funtion delarations (see for instane the Progressive Party Problemin setion 3.5). I was fored to aommodate this ase somehow without havingto resort to in�nite representations whih is quite impossible.Suppose that we want to represent a funtion delared on the domain 1..10[->℄ nat. In a pure binary matrix representation this would require that wealloate a ten by in�nity boolean matrix whih of ourse is impossible. Tooverome this problem I invented what I all the total funtion optimization.This means that total funtions (with right arity 1) are represented by an integermatrix with a depth equal to the left arity of the funtion. Now it is possibleto index on the LHS arguments of the funtion and get a value whih is in therange of the funtion.Another problem with unbounded domains is that they might render thestate spae of the problem in�nite. Suppose that a primitive variable X is de�nedon the domain 1..sup. If X appears in the set of variables sent to labeling/2 andits domain hasn't been narrowed down to a �nite size by onstraint propagation,22



then an exeption is raised by the Prolog system: �instantiation error in the �rstargument to labeling/2�. I ignore this problem. It is the responsibility of theuser to make sure that suh a situation does not our.Yet another di�ulty is that quanti�ation over non �nite domains is neveraeptable. But that is taken are of by the type heking routines.In a fuller implementation of esra there might be set omprehensions, e.g.{i : D | F(i) < 10}. This presents a new range of di�ulties, for instane theompiler might not even be able to determine if suh a set is �nite or not atompile time. It might even be impossible, in some ases, to determine the�niteness of a set at all. Due to suh di�ulties I deided not to support setomprehensions in this implementation.2.6 Quanti�ation2.6.1 Loal Variable Spei�ersQuanti�ers bind variables within a sope depending on the syntax of the re-spetive quanti�er. These variables are alled loal variables and are delaredby what I all a loal variable spei�er. Eah loal variable ranges over a prim-itive domain. A loal variable spei�er is just a omma separated sequene of<variable>:<domain> expressions, for instane v1:D1, v2:D2, v3:D3.When several loal variables range over the same domain they an be de-lared as a single ampersand separated sequene like v1&v2&v3:D.Yet another format is possible. With v1<v2:D we mean all possible pairs ofv1 and v2 with v1<v2 where v1 and v2 both ranges over the primitive domainD. The < may be substituted by one of the other omparison operators. Observethat both sides of the v1<v2 expression must be a loal variable.An important point to stress is that eah loal variable ranges over a ground,primitive and �nite domain. In�nite domains like 1..sup are not allowed inonjuntion with quanti�ation. This is in aord with the original spei�ationof esra. Now I give some examples of orret and illegal loal variable spei�ers.i : D1, j : D2Corret!i*i-1 : DIllegal! A general expression is not allowed in this ontext.i<10 : DIllegal! Not a loal variable: '10'.i&j : D, i : EIllegal! The loal variable 'i' must not be rede�ned. within the same sope.
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2.6.2 The Forall ExpressionThe universal quanti�er is denoted by the keyword 'forall' in esra. Thegeneral syntax is:forall(<llvarspe> | <ondition>) (<formula>)Here <llvarspe> is a loal variable spei�er, <ondition> a formula and<formula> another formula. The meaning is: for all instantiations of the lo-al variables aording to <llvarspe> suh that <ondition> is true, the<formula> has to be true. The <formula> of ourse depends on the loal vari-ables.The <formula> has to be enlosed in parentheses. This has to be donebeause taking it away from the grammar makes it un parsable. For instanethe expression forall(i:D) f b introdues a on�it. Should the funtionappliation f b be redued before the forall expression or vie versa. Someexamples follow:forall (i:D) (true)Corret!forall(i:D) i*i < 10Illegal! The formula must be enlosed in parentheses.2.6.3 The Count ExpressionThe ount quanti�er is a generalization of the existential quanti�er of prediatelogi. It has the syntax:ount(<multipliity>) (<llvarspe>| <ondition>)Here <multipliity> is a multipliity set (see setion 2.2.2), and <ondition>a formula. The meaning is that the set of all possible instantiations of the loalvariables aording to <llvarspe> suh that <ondition> is ful�lled, hasa ardinality whih is in the set <multipliity>. Syntatially a singletonmultipliity set {<expression>} may be abbreviated to <expression>. Theexpression:exists (<llvarspe> | <ondition>)is syntax sugar forount(1..sup) (<llvarspe> | <ondition>)Here are some examples.ount(1) (i : D | i < 10)Corret! There is exatly one i < 10 in D.ount(0) (I:D | i*5)Illegal! i*5 is not a formula. 24



2.6.4 The Sum ExpressionThe sum operator is not a quanti�er, but has a similar syntax. It operates onnumeri expressions rather than on formulas. The syntax is:sum (<llvarspe> | <ondition>) (<numexpr>)Here <llvarspe> is a loal variable spei�er, <ondition> a formula and<numexpr> a numeri expression. The meaning is: substitute eah loal variablein <numexpr>with its value for eah possible instantiation of <llvarspe> suhthat <ondition> is true. Then sum all resulting values to obtain the value ofthe entire expression. This is just the usual sum notation used in mathematis.Examples:sum (i:1..10) (i)Corret! Computes the sum of all numbers between 1 and 10.sum (i : 1..10 | f(i)%2 = 0) (f(i))Corret! Sum all even f(i) where i is between 1 and 10.sum (i : D) i*i-1Illegal! The summand has to be enlosed in parentheses.2.7 The Data File2.7.1 What is the Data File?One main objetive of relational modeling is to separate the model from theinstane data. The ommerial modeling language opl [14℄ ahieves this byproviding a separate data �le, where all instane data are supposed to be de-lared. esra uses the same paradigm. Eah onstant whih is delared but notinstantiated (setion 2.3.2) must get its value from the data �le. The languageof the data �le is onstruted within Prolog, so the data �le is really a Prologprogram. The data �le is a sequene of data onstrutors, eah of them a Prologterm terminated by a full stop. Primitive variables are instantiated by primi-tive data onstrutors, while relation variables get their values from what I allmatrix data onstrutors.2.7.2 Primitive Data ConstrutorsA primitive data onstrutor is a single line of the form <identifier> = <value>.The value must be literal and not an expression or another variable. Althoughthe ompiler allows variable names to begin with a lower ase letter, Prolog doesnot so, I require eah runtime initialized onstant to begin with a apital letter.Otherwise Prolog will give you an exeption. The data �le, as it is implementednow, do not distinguish between integers and booleans, so the orret way toinstantiate a boolean is to assign it the value 0 or 1. If you try to put theline B = true. in the data �le Prolog will rash your program. The programbehaves this way beause I have not had time to hange it. You will probablenot instantiate boolean variables in the data �le very often.25



2.7.3 The Matrix Data ConstrutorA matrix data onstrutor has the following syntax:matrix( <list> ).Here <list> is a list of lists of ... of lists (a �matrix�) of integer values. Totalfuntions, whih must have right arity 1 (see setion 2.2.2), are representedby an integer matrix with a depth of left arity, where the integer values rangeover the range of the funtion. Relations whih are not total funtions arerepresented by binary matries (matries with elements 0 or 1) with a depth ofthe full arity of the relation. For example the following matrix data onstrutorR = matrix([[1,0,1℄,[0,0,1℄,[1,1,0℄℄).assigns R a value of a binary relation between two sets of ardinality 3. Theatual domains and ardinality onstraints annot be spei�ed in the data �lebut must be delared in the model itself. See setion 4.2 for more informationon matrix representations of relations.The following example de�nes a total funtion of left arity 1, i.e. a onedimensional array.Array = matrix([2, 7, 11, 5, 11, 0, 38℄).As with relations the atual domain of Array is not de�ned here but in themodel itself.2.7.4 An ExampleAs an example I now give a sample data �le for the warehouse loation problem,to be presented in setion 3.6.NStores = 10.NWareHouses = 5.FixedCost = 30.Capaity = matrix([1, 4, 2, 1, 3℄).SupplyCost = matrix([[20, 24, 11, 25, 30℄,[28, 27, 82, 83, 74℄,[74, 97, 71, 96, 70℄,[2, 55, 73, 69, 61℄,[46, 96, 59, 83, 4℄,[42, 22, 29, 67, 59℄,[1, 5, 73, 59, 56℄,[10, 73, 13, 43, 96℄,[93, 35, 63, 85, 46℄,[47, 65, 55, 71, 95℄℄).26



The �rst two lines de�ne the number of stores and the number of warehousesrespetively. The third line is the �xed maintenane ost per warehouse. Thefourth line is the array of apaities of eah warehouse. Finally the �fth linede�nes the matrix SupplyCost whih gives the ost for eah warehouse to supplyeah store.3 Sample ModelsAll sample models are parts of my major test suite. All these models withsuitable instane data ompiles and runs on my system (see setion 6.1). Thesample models will be used as examples throughout the rest of this doument.3.1 The Balaned Inomplete Blok Design ProblemLet V be any set of v elements, alled varieties. A balaned inomplete blokdesign (BIBD) is a bag of b subsets of V , alled bloks, eah of size k (onstraint
C1), suh that eah pair of distint varieties ours together in exatly λ bloks(C2), with 2 ≤ k < v. An implied onstraint is that eah variety ours inthe same number of bloks (C3), namely r = λ(v − 1)/(k − 1). A BIBD isparameterized by a 5-tuple 〈v, b, r, k, λ〉 of parameters. Originally intended forthe design of statistial experiments, BIBDs also have appliations in ryptog-raphy and other domains. See Problem 28 at http://www.splib.org for moreinformation.This problem may be modeled in esra as below. Note that delaring thedomains Varieties and Bloks and the single deision variable BIBD auto-matially takes are of onstraints C1 and C3. The interpretation of the atomBIBD(v, b) is simply that variety v is in blok b. The onstraint C2 is takenare of by the formula in the solve lause of the model.st V : natst K : natst Lambda : natst B : natst R : natdom Varieties = 1..Vdom Bloks = 1..Bvar BIBD : Varieties [R#K℄ Blokssolveforall (v1 < v2 : Varieties)(ount (Lambda) (i : Bloks | BIBD(v1,i) /\ BIBD(v2,i)))3.2 The Magi Square ProblemA magi square is an n by n grid of distint integers, suh that the sum of theintegers in eah row, eah olumn and the two main diagonals always is thesame. One an show that the onstant value of the sum is (n2 +1)n/2. Below isan esra model for the problem to �nd suh a magi square. The possible valuesare between 1 and n2 (beause the integers are distint). In the model below Nis the size of the grid, Sequene the set 1..N, Val the set of integer values and27



S, the unique deision variable is a total funtion (array) mapping the set ofgrid squares on their values. The four sums in the solve lause are the sum ofeah row, eah olumn and the two diagonals respetively. Here N is a run timeonstant that must be supplied by a data �le.st N : 1..supdom Sequene = 1..Ndom Val = 1..N*Nst SumVal = (N*N+1)*N/2 : natvar S : (Sequene [#℄ Sequene) [->1℄ Valsolveforall (I : Sequene)((sum(J : Sequene) (S(I,J)) = SumVal)/\(sum(J : Sequene) (S(J,I)) = SumVal))/\sum (I : Sequene) (S(I,I)) = SumVal/\sum (I : Sequene) (S(I,N-I+1)) = SumVal3.3 The n Queens ProblemThe n queens problem is the problem how to plae n queens on a n×n hessboardsuh that no queen attaks another queen. To model this problem we delare abijetion Q of the rows. The interpretation is that if Q(i) = j a queen stands onthe square (i, j) on the hessboard. Note that the bijetivity of Q is taken areof by the ardinality onstraint [->1℄. By modeling it is lear that eah pair ofqueens stand on di�erent rows and olumns, so the only remaining requirementis that they must also stand on di�erent diagonals. The two inequalities in thesolve lause of the model below takes are of that.st N : natdom Rows = 1..Nvar Q : Rows [->1℄ Rowssolveforall (I<J : Rows)((Q(I) - I != Q(J) - J) /\(Q(I) - J != Q(J) - I))3.4 The Soial Golfer's ProblemIn a golf lub, there are N players, eah of whom plays golf one a week (on-straint C1) and always in G groups of size S (C2), hene N = GS. The obje-tive is to determine whether there is a shedule of W weeks of play for thesegolfers, suh that there is at most one week where any two distint players aresheduled to play in the same group (C3). An implied onstraint is that everygroup ours exatly SW times aross the shedule (C4). See Problem 10 athttp://www.splib.org for more information.28



The instane data an be delared as the three natural-number onstants G,
S, and W , as well as the three domains Players , Weeks , and Groups , as below.A unique deision variable, Schedule, an then be delared, immediately takingare of the onstraints C1 (beause of the totality of the funtion) and C4. The�rst forall expression in the solve lause takes are of the onstraint C3 whilethe seond one takes are of C2. The three run time onstants G, S and W mustbe de�ned in the data �le.st G : natst S : natst W : natdom Players = 1..G*Sdom Weeks = 1..Wdom Groups = 1..Gvar Shedule : (Players [#℄ Weeks) [->{S*W}℄ Groupssolveforall (P_1 < P_2 : Players)(ount (0..1) (V : Weeks | Shedule(P_1,V) = Shedule(P_2,V)))/\forall (H : Groups, V : Weeks)(ount(S) (P : Players | Shedule(P,V) = H))3.5 The Progressive Party ProblemThe problem is to timetable a party at a yaht lub. Certain boats are desig-nated as hosts, while the rews of the remaining boats are designated as guests.The rew of a host boat remains on board throughout the party to at as hosts,while the rew of a guest boat together visits host boats over a number of pe-riods. The spare apaity of any host boat is not to be exeeded at any periodby the sum of the rew sizes of all the guest boats that are sheduled to visitit then (onstraint C1). Any guest rew an visit any host boat in at most oneperiod (C2). Any two distint guest rews an visit the same host boat in atmost one period (C3). See Problem 13 at http://www.splib.org for moreinformation.The three run time onstants NumGuests, NumHosts and NumPeriods aredelared as natural numbers and the domains Guests, Hosts and Periods aredelared as below. A unique funtional deision variable, Shedule, an thenbe delared as below. The �rst forall formula in the solve lause takes are ofonstraint C2, the seond of C1 and the last one of C3.st NumGuests : natst NumHosts : natst NumPeriods : natdom Guests = 1..NumGuestsdom Hosts = 1..NumHostsdom Periods = 1..NumPeriodsst SpareCapaity : Hosts -> nat29



st CrewSize : Guests -> natvar Shedule : (Guests [#℄ Periods) -> Hostssolveforall (G : Guests, H : Hosts)(ount(0..1) (P : Periods | Shedule(G,P) = H))/\forall (P : Periods, H : Hosts)(sum(G : Guests | Shedule(G,P) = H) (CrewSize(G))=< SpareCapaity(H))/\forall (G_1 < G_2 : Guests)(ount (0..1)(P : Periods | Shedule(G_1,P) = Shedule(G_2,P)))3.6 The Warehouse Loation ProblemAt last I give an example of a onstraint optimization problem (COP). Supposethat a number of warehouses are supporting a set of stores. Eah store mustbe supplied by exatly one warehouse (onstraint C1). Eah warehouse has aapaity telling the maximum number of stores it an supply (onstraint C2).Eah warehouse has a �xed maintenane ost and a supply ost for eah store.The problem is to determine whih warehouses should be open and whih onesshould be losed suh that the total maintenane ost be as small as possible.The model below is essentially the same as the one presented in the oplbook [14℄. The auxiliary total funtion (array) Open tells whih warehouses areopen. Open(i) = 1 means that warehouse number i is open while Open(i)= 0 means that warehouse number i is losed. The instane data onsists ofthe arrays Capaity and SupplyCost as well as the numeri onstants NWare-Houses, NStores and FixedCost. The binary integer deision variable Supplytells weather warehouse w supplies store s or not. It must be an integer funtionrather than a binary relation, beause we want to do arithmeti on it. A sampledata �le an be found in setion 2.7.4. The ost funtion an now be modeledas below using Open(w) as a weight fator. The �rst forall expression in thesuh that lause takes are of onstraint C1, the seond one is a hanneling on-straint ensuring the onsisteny of the Open array, while the third takes are ofonstraint C2.st NStores : natst NWareHouses : natdom Stores = 1..NStoresdom Warehouses = 1..NWareHousesst Capaity : Warehouses [->℄ natst SupplyCost : (Stores [#℄ Warehouses) [->℄ natst FixedCost : natvar Supply : (Stores [#℄ Warehouses) [->℄ {0, 1}var Open : Warehouses [->℄ {0,1}minimisesum(W : Warehouses) (FixedCost * Open(W)) +30



sum(W : Warehouses, S : Stores) (SupplyCost(S,W) * Supply(S,W))suh thatforall(S : Stores)(ount(1) (W : Warehouses | Supply(S,W) = 1))/\forall(W : Warehouses, S : Stores) (Supply(S,W) =< Open(W))/\forall(W : Warehouses) (sum(S : Stores) (Supply(S,W)) =< Capaity(W))4 Translation4.1 Representing DomainsDomains are stati objets represented by ground Prolog terms. Their repre-sentations are desribed in this sub setion. Beause domains are statiallyinstantiated in this implementation, the ompiler literally generates these termsand puts them into the generated ode.4.1.1 Primitive DomainsPrimitive domains are either intervals or set domains (see 2.2.1).
• Intervals are represented by terms like interval(Lower, Upper), whereLower and Upper are the lower and upper bound respetively. The boundsan be either integer onstants or one or both of the atoms inf and sup.
• Set domains, i.e. domains given by esra expressions like {1,2,3}, arerepresented by terms like list(List), where List is a Prolog list of uniqueinteger onstants.Before a set domain is used a run time �uniqui�ation� is performed to ensurethat the list doesn't ontain any dupliate elements. This is neessary beausethe ompiler doesn't always know all elements when the domain is �rst reateddue to run time onstants. Consider the following delarationsst g : natst r : natdom D = {10, g, r, 5, r+g+1}31



The ompiler don't know the values of g and r. Suppose g and r are assigned thevalues 5 and 4 respetively. The set now beomes {10, 5, 4}. This uniqui�a-tion must be done at run time when the values of g and r have beome known.Intervals are also error heked to make sure they �t the needs of the sit-uation. For instane sometimes a �nite interval is required. In the followingexamples several mappings between esra and Prolog are shown, assuming the--> sign means �maps to�.1..10 --> interval(1,10)0..sup --> interval(0,sup)inf..-5 --> interval(inf,-5)nat --> interval(0,sup)int --> interval(1,sup){1,3,5,7,9} --> list([1,3,5,7,9℄){1} --> list([1℄)5..5 --> interval(5,5)4.1.2 Multipliity SetsMultipliity sets are represented diretly by the lpfd range expressions theyrepresent. So for instane {1,3,7} is atually represented by {1,3,7} and 1..supby 1..sup. That is the mapping from esra to Prolog is the identity mapping!.Speial are must be taken to ensure that multipliity sets don't ontain nonnegative values. "Uniqui�ation� is also neessary.4.1.3 Relational DomainsRelational domains are represented by the term reldom(LeftDoms, Mult1,Mult2, RightDoms), where LeftDoms and RightDoms are lists of primitive do-mains while Mult1 and Mult2 are multipliity sets.A speial form is neessary for set domains, whih have right arity zero. TheRightDoms are replaed by [℄ and Mult2 by the atom nil.Here follow examples of the esra to Prolog mapping of relational domainexpressions.1..10[2℄ -->reldom([interval(1,10)℄,{2},nil,[℄)(Comment: This is a set domain, the domain of 2 elementsubsets of 1..10)1..10 [->℄ 1..10 -->reldom([interval(1,10)℄,1..1,0..sup,[interval(1,10)℄)(Assume 32



dom D = 1..5dom V = {1,5,7,9})(D [#℄ V) [->℄ nat -->reldom( [interval(1,5), list([1,5,7,9℄)℄,1..1,0..sup,[interval(0, sup)℄ )(Assumedom D = {1,2,3,4,5}dom E = D)(D [2#2℄ E) -->reldom( [list([1,2,3,4,5℄)℄,{2},{2},[list([1,2,3,4,5℄)℄ )(1..10 [#℄ 1..10) [->1℄ 1..100 -->reldom( [interval(1,10), interval(1,10)℄,1..1,1..1,[interval(1,100)℄ )1..10 [+>℄ 1..10 -->reldom( [interval(1,10)℄,{0,1},0..sup,[interval(1,10)℄ )4.2 Representing Relations4.2.1 Various RepresentationsThe representation of relational variables in SICStus Prolog is a entral pointin my thesis. Prolog has no aggregate deision variables, so it's lear thesehave to be paked into data strutures of some kind. The abstrat oneptarray or matrix an be implemented in several ways. The most obvious wayis to use lists of lists of ... lists. There are also other possibilities suh thatthe amatrix representation (see below). There is an implementation of �arrays�in SICStus Prolog permitting logarithmi aess time using some kind of treerepresentation. My hoie for this ompiler is the list (lmatrix) representationdesribed in the next sub setion.Whih onrete representation of the abstrat relation variable we hoosemay have a dramati impat on the performane of the solver, so it's importantto hoose a good one. Unfortunately it's not easy to know a priori whih is thebest one, so the modeler may wish to experiment with several representations.One solution is to make the ompiler non deterministi, whih means that therewill be several generated programs per input model, eah one using a partiularrepresentation for ertain variables in the model.33



Even better would it be if the ompiler itself an make the hoies based onsome heuristis, see for instane [9℄. It would then be the responsibility of theompiler to hoose the best representation of eah deision variable relieving themodeler from this di�ult and time onsuming task.I have not implemented neither a non deterministi ompiler nor any heuris-tis, but simply make the hoie deterministially based on the nature of therelation. Nevertheless before I present my solution, I wish to make a shortdigression here on several kinds of representations.The linked matrix (lmatrix) representation. This is the representation a-tually implemented whih is desribed in great detail in the subsequentsetions. In short it means to represent the relation by a multi dimensional�matrix�. The �matrix� is implemented as a list of lists of ... lists, witha depth equal to the number of dimensions of the �matrix�. In the purebinary lmatrix representation eah element is 0 or 1. This representationis presented in more detail in setion 4.2.2. The aess time to reah anelement is linear in the sum of the dimensions of matrix in�uening thetime required to post the onstraints but not the atual solving time.The total funtion optimization. Suppose that we have an array of instanedata, for instane [1,4,6,8,9℄. It would be a waste of spae to alloate a5x5 binary matrix to store this struture. Instead we should store it as alist of integers. This is the l matrix representation with the total funtionoptimization. This representation is presented in setion 4.2.3.The total funtion optimization in reverse. Consider a relation on the do-main D [#1℄ E. This an be regarded as a total funtion from E to D, i.e.a �reversed� or �transposed� funtion. Suh a funtion an be representedby a one dimensional array of deision variables or integers. I have notimplemented this optimization.The amatrix representation. Prolog has a set of operators to build and de-ompose terms. The arg operator, for instane, extrats the nth argumentof a term in onstant time. A matrix an be represented as a nested term.For instane the lmatrix [[1,1,0℄, [0,1,1℄℄ an be represented by thestrutured term m(m(1,1,0), m(0,1,1)). The great advantage with thisrepresentation is that an element an be aessed in onstant time. I allthis representation the amatrix representation, where the a stands for arg.The problem with this representation is that Prolog doesn't allow termswith more than 256 arguments. The ompiler must hek the number ofarguments and then deide if the amatrix representation an be used.Using assoiation lists. SICStus Prolog provides a library data struture alled'asso', the assoiation struture. It's a ditionary with logarithmi a-ess time implemented as an AVL tree. It's possible to index a matrixdiretly by the domain elements bypassing the domain lookup step (se-tion 4.2.5). In this representation, the matrix would be represented by aset of asso ditionaries with the domain elements serving as keys.The �at representation. If the ardinality of the relation (the number of tu-ples in the relation) is known a priori and never hanges, then the relation34



an be represented by a �at list of elements. I all this the �at represen-tation. The ompiler deides if a �at representation is possible by lookingat the ardinality onstraints. The lmatrix representation with the totalfuntion optimization is atually a speial ase of the �at representation,where the matrix tree has been partially �attened reduing the depth byone. Consider a relation in 1..10 [2#℄ nat. Eah element on the lefthand side is related to exatly 2 elements on the right hand side. Thisgives a totality of 20 tuples in the relation, so 20 deision variables shouldbe alloated and stored in a �at list. Note that the nat on the right handside is not a problem here. I have not implemented the �at representation.4.2.2 The Linked Matrix RepresentationA way to represent a relation is to use a multi dimensional array, or �matrix�,of boolean values (zeroes or ones). So if R is an n-ary relation and M is thematrix representation of R, then Ma1,a2,..,an
= 1 if and only if R(a1, a2, ..., an).It's taitly assumed here that the domains of the relations are intervals from 1to a maximum value, so that the matrix an be indexed diretly by the domainelements; but a generalization will be given in 4.2.5.One method to represent this �matrix� is to use iterated list strutures. Atwo dimensional matrix an be represented by a list of lists of booleans, i.e. a listontaining the rows of the matrix. I will all this the linked matrix (lmatrix forshort) representation. I will say that an lmatrix has depth d, if it's nested d levelsdeep. The length vetor of an A1×A2× ...×An matrix is the list [A1, A2, ..., An].For instane [[[1,0℄, [0,1℄℄, [[0,0℄, [1,0℄℄℄ is an lmatrix of depth 3, a

2× 2× 2 matrix more spei�ally with length vetor [2,2,2℄.I now present simpli�ed Prolog prediates for reating lmatries and aess-ing their values. The real prediates, de�ned in the module lmatrix.pl, are a bitmore omplex for tehnial reasons, but here I want to keep the fous on what'sof primary interest. The prediate new/2 is used to reate a new lmatrix whilevalue/3 aesses its elements.%% new(+Lengths, -Matrix)%% Length is an integer list, the length vetor of Matrix.%% Matrix must be un instantiated when new is alled.%% True if Matrix is an lmatrix with length vetor%% Lengths onsisting of deision variables in 0..1new([L℄, M) :-length(M, L),domain(M, 0, 1).new([L|Ls℄, M) :-length(M, L),new2(L, M).new2([℄, _).new2(Ls, [M|Ms℄) :-new(Ls, M),new2(Ls, Ms).%% value(?Indexes, +Matrix, ?Value)35



M = [ [ [[1,0℄, [1,1℄℄,[[0,1℄, [1,0℄℄℄,[ [[1,1℄, [1,0℄℄,[[0,1℄, [1,1℄℄℄℄.Figure 1: Example of a Linked Matrix. This is a 2× 2× 2× 2 matrix.%% True if Matrix([Indexes℄) = Value%% Proedurally: look up element indexed by Indexes.value([I℄, Row, Value) :-lists:nth(I, Row, Value).value([I|Is℄, Matrix, Value) :-lists:nth(I, Matrix, SubMatrix),value(Is, SubMatrix, Value).I will spend the rest of this setion developing some delarative notation usedin the subsequent setions to reason about lmatries. I will often refer to thelmatrix in Figure 1 in the following. Now I give several de�nitions about lma-tries.Flattening. Let M be an lmatrix. A �attening of M , denoted F [M ], is a listontaining all elements of M in some order.D-Flattening. A d-�attening of an lmatrix M with respet to the depth d,denoted Fd[M ], is a list of �attenings of all sub lists at nesting depth d.Any d-�attening is an lmatrix of depth 2. I will refer to the elements of
Fd[M ] as the rows of M with respet to the depth d.Projetion. Let M be an lmatrix of depth 2 with length vetor [a, b]. Theprojetion of M on olumn j, denoted Pj[M ], is de�ned by the list om-prehension [xi | xi = Mi,j ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ a]. Stated in words, the projetionon j is the list of all jth elements in the elements of M , or the jth olumnof M .Transpose. Let M be an lmatrix with depth 2 and length vetor [a, b]. Thetranspose of M , denoted, T [R], is de�ned by the list omprehension [Lj | Lj =
Pj[M ] ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ b]. In words the transpose is built by taking all �rst el-ements in the elements of M , then the seond elements, and so fourth. Iwill all the elements of T [M ] the olumns of M . Note that we only de�netranspose for lmatries of depth 2.Columns. Let M be an arbitrary lmatrix. The olumns of M with respet todepth d are the olumns of Fd[M ].36



Length. The length of a list L is denoted by L[L]. That is the number ofelements in L.Counting. Let L be a list of primitive elements. We say that Cv[L, n], if thevalue v ours n times in L. The operator Cv is the ounting operator.The 2-�attening of the matrix M in Figure 1 is [[1,0,1,1℄, [0,1,1,0℄,[1,1,1,0℄, [0,1,1,1℄℄. Note how the example has been formatted to em-phasize the 2-rows. The olumns of depth 2 (see de�nition of olumns above)are [[1,0,1,0℄, [0,1,1,1℄, [1,1,1,1℄, [1,0,0,1℄℄.4.2.3 Optimization for Total FuntionsConsider the problem of representing the array [2,3,2,1℄ as a total funtion in thelmatrix representation. The domain may be hosen as reldom([interval(1,4)℄,{1}, nat, [list([2,3,1℄)℄). The lmatrix representing this funtion is[[1,0,0℄,[0,1,0℄,[1,0,0℄,[0,0,1℄℄.Here the seond index of the lmatrix ranges over [2,3,1℄ rather than over 1..3,see setion 4.2.5 for a disussion of domain lookup. In total 12 primitive valueshave to be alloated to store 4 integers. This is a gross waste of spae. Only4 integers should have to be alloated. The solution is to �atten the matrix todepth 1 and store the values diretly, i.e. alloate the matrix [2,3,2,1℄ instead,whih an be indexed diretly by an element in the LHS domain 1..4. Thisredution of the depth of the lmatries is the total funtion optimization.Turning to the general ase, let F be a total funtion in
reldom(LDoms, {1}, Mult, Range),where Range is a primitive domain and d = L[LDoms] is the left arityof F . Let M be an lmatrix of depth d, with values in Range, suh that

F (a1, a2, ..., ad) = v if and only if Ma1,a2,...,ad
= v, where v ∈ Range. It'sassumed here that the LHS domains are intervals with left endpoint 1, butsee 4.2.5 for a generalization.An important point to stress is that the total funtion optimization is onlymade for funtions with right arity 1. It would ertainly be possible to representtuple valued funtions in this way also, but it's more ompliated and beyondthe sope of this implementation. Instead tuple valued funtions have to berepresented as full binary lmatries. With this assumption, the elements in therange set is just integer values or deision variables.The type of representation used is uniquely determined by the relational do-main. If Mult1 = {1} and right arity = 1, then the representation is optimized,otherwise it's binary. The Prolog prediate get_type below, is used to deduethe representation type. 37



%% get_type(+Mult, +RightArity, -Type)%% True if Type is the representation type onsistent%% with Mult and RightArity.%% Type is 'binary' for binary lmatrix and 'integer'%% for lmatrix with the total funtion optimization.get_type(Mult, RightArity, Type) :-( RightArity > 1 ->Type = binary; Mult = 1..1 ->Type = integer; Mult = {1} ->Type = integer; Type = binary).4.2.4 The Cardinality ConstraintsIn this sub setion the ardinality onstrains, setion 2.2.2, will be de�ned in theontext of the lmatrix representation. I will make heavy use of the delarativenotation of setion 4.2.2 in this sub setion.Consider a relation R in the domain reldom(LeftDoms, Mult1, Mult2, Right-Doms). Assume that L[LeftDoms] = d and let M be the lmatrix representingR. Consider those elements of M , whih are indexed by some �xed values ofthe left hand side indies. These elements onnet one element in the artesianprodut of the LHS domains to various elements on the right hand side. Butthese elements are preisely the elements in Fd[M ], i.e. the d-rows of M . Toa�et the LHS ardinality onstraint of R, it's enough to state that the numberof ones in eah d-row of M belongs to Mult1.Now onsider those elements of M , whih are indexed by some �xed values ofthe RHS indies. These elements onnet one element in the artesian produtof the RHS domains to various elements on the left hand side. These elementsare in T [Fd[M ]], the d-olumns of M . To a�et the RHS ardinality onstraintof R, it's enough to ensure that the number of ones in eah d-olumn of Mbelongs to Mult2. I now state these assertions in a somewhat more formallanguage, whih I hope should be obvious. The onstrut A ←− B should beread as A is true if B is true.
Cardinality(M, LeftArity, Mult1, Mult2)←−
Let d = LeftArity
∀(L ∈ Fd[M ], C ∈ T [Fd[M ]])
begin

C1[L, m1]
C1[C, m2]
m1 ∈Mult1
m2 ∈Mult2

end 38



Although this notation is purely delarative, the atual omputation of theardinality in lmatrix.pl follows the pseudo syntax losely. There atually areprediates named transpose and dflatten, omputing T [Fd[M ]] and Fd[M ]respetively.It remains to disuss how to a�et the ardinality onstraints in the aseof the total funtion optimization. The �rst thing to observe is that the LHSardinality onstraint of a total funtion, {1}, is impliitly taken are of by thehoie of representation, beause eah (array) element is uniquely indexed bythe LHS indies. Only the RHS ardinality must be enfored. Moreover, if theRHS multipliity set is N, the onstraint is trivial and may be disregarded.Assume F is a total funtion in reldom(LDoms, {1}, Mult2, Range), where
Range is a primitive domain. Let M be the lmatrix of F in the total funtionoptimization. Let d be the depth of M , i.e. d = L[LDoms]. Eah element in
F [M ] ∈ Range. So it's su�ient to require that for eah element v in Range,the number of ourrenes of v in F [M ] belongs to Mult2. Note that we mustrequire that the ardinality of Range is �nite unless Mult2 = N. The followingpseudo syntax proedure enfores the ardinality onstraint on total funtionswith �nite ranges.
CardinalityFun(M, Range, Mult)←−%% Range must be a �nite primitive domain.
∀(v ∈ Range)
begin

Cv[F [M ], m]
m ∈Mult

end4.2.5 Domain LookupSo far it's have been taitly assumed that all domains are of the form interval(1,Max). So the arguments of relational appliations are mapped identially onmatrix indies. In general, however, some of the domains may be other intervalsor general lists of integers. When a relational appliation is enountered, atranslation of the arguments to indies must be done, before the value an beretrieved from the lmatrix. Beause this lookup must be made eah time therelation is applied, the domain should be made part of the relational objet itself.Therefore, from now on, a relational objet with domain Domain and lmatrixM, will be represented by the Prolog termrelation(Domain, lm_rel(M))Some examples will larify the proess of domain lookup.(Lookup in a set domain)F = relation(reldom([list([-3, 7, -90, 4, 55℄)℄,{1},39



0..sup,[inf..sup℄),lm_rel([4, 8, 11, -100, 9℄)).F(-90) = ?lists:nth(N,[-3,7,-90,4,55℄,-90)N = 3lists:nth(3, [4,8,11,-100,9℄, V)V = 11Ergo: F(-90) = 11(Lookup in an interval domain)F = relation(reldom([interval(5,10)℄,{1},0..sup,[0..sup℄),lm_rel([3, 8, 2, 8, 3℄)).F(7) = ?Translation: 7 => 7 + (1-5) = 3lists:nth(3, [3, 8, 2, 8, 3℄, V)V = 2Ergo: F(7) = 2To be able to translate between appliation arguments and lmatrix indies, aProlog prediate translate(?Arg, +Domain, ?Index) must be de�ned. Suha prediate is implemented in lmatrix.pl. A new prediate value/4 an now berewritten, replaing value/3 from setion 4.2.2 to take are of domain lookup.%% value(?Args, +Domains, +Matrix, ?Value)%% The value prediate with domain lookup.value([Arg℄, Domain, Row, Value) :-translate(Arg, Domain, Index),lpfd:element(Index, Row, Value).value([Arg|Args℄, [Domain|Domains℄, Matrix, Value) :-translate(Arg, Domain, Index),lists:nth(Index, Matrix, SubMatrix),value(Args, Domains, SubMatrix, Value).4.2.6 Creating Constant RelationsSetion 2.7.3 introdued a matrix data onstrutor, used to enter onstant re-lational objets via the data �le. This setion addresses the problem of parsingsuh data onstrutors. In order to parse the data orretly, the relational do-main is needed. Observe that the item M in matrix(M) is already supposed tobe an lmatrix, so it has only to be veri�ed that it's onsistent with the domain.The representation type is inferred by a all to get_type. Assume there is aprediate parse_relation(+Matrix, +Domain, -Relation) (atually de�nedin esra.pl). The signature of this prediate is:40



parse_relation(matrix(+Matrix), +Domain, -Relation) :-%% Parses a relational data onstrutor from the data file.%% At entry relation must be un instantiated%% True if Relation is the orret value of the onstrutor.Now follows a step by step desription of what parse_relation has to do.
• Deompose Domain. Domain = reldom(LDoms, M1, M2, RDoms)
• Uniquify all primitive domains in LDoms and RDoms, that is remove anydupliate values. This is neessary beause the domains may depend onrun time onstants, unknown at ompile time, but instantiated by now.Domains are sets and must not ontain dupliates.
• Call get_type (setion 4.2.5) to determine the representation type.
• Chek the dimensions of Matrix against all domains. The length of eahpartial list of Matrix must math the length of the orresponding domain.Fail if there is an unexpeted error, i.e. list expeted, but found somethingelse.
• Chek the primitive elements of Matrix. They must be integers.
• Apply the lpfd:domain/3 prediate to all values to make sure they are inthe orret domain. The domain is 0..1 for the binary representation andthe range of the total funtion in the optimized ase.
• Apply Cardinality (setion 4.2.4) to Matrix to ensure that no ardinalityonstraint is violated.
• If we ome so far unify Relation with relation(Domain, lm_rel(Matrix)).4.3 The Translation Algorithm, some PreliminariesThe rest of this major setion will fous on the mapping of esra syntax intoSICStus Prolog. This sub setion will treat some preliminary onepts, nees-sary to understand how the ompiler works.4.3.1 Traversing a Parse TreeI assume that the typial reader has a fair knowledge of translation algorithms,but I will devote this setion to a brief disussion of parse tree traversal forthe bene�t of the asual reader. The parser generates a parse tree, whih is anabstrat representation of the program syntax. The higher up in the tree, thebigger syntati entities will be found. The root represents the entire model,the intermediate nodes expressions and the leaves primitive values.The translation algorithm performs a omplete traversal of the parse tree,visiting all nodes. At eah node a reursive all is made for eah diret hildof that node, returning some ode hunk or other item. The di�erent items areombined in some way and passed bak to the aller. The parse tree is proessedbottom up. 41
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Figure 2: Parse Tree of 4 ∗ (8 − 1) + 5 ∗ 3As an example onsider the numeri expression 4∗(8−1)+5∗3. its parse treeis depited in Figure 2. Translation is the same as evaluation in this example.The value returned by eah omputation node is labeled on the branh leadingto it. So at the �-� node 8-1 = 7 is omputed and passed bak to its parent.Then 4*7 = 28 is omputed at the left �*� node and passed bak to the root. Onthe right side of the tree 5*3 = 15 is omputed at the right �*� node and passedbak. Finally, at the root, the result 28+15 = 43 is omputed. All translationalgorithms work in a similar way.4.3.2 The Conjuntive ContextConsider the formula F1 ∧ F2 ∧ F3. If this is true then F1, F2 and F3 are alsotrue individually (by elimination of ∧). In this ase it's enough to state eah ofthe F s individually as a onstraint. Assume on the ontrary that F ⇒ (A1∧A2)is true. Then it is not generally true that A1 is true. The reason is that theonjuntion A1 ∧ A2 is only onditionally true, i.e. it's true if F is true. Inthis ase we annot state A1 as a onstraint by its own but must omputethe onjution A1 ∧ A2 and reify it. The orret way stating that formula is:
T ⇔ A1 ∧ A2, F ⇒ T , using an intermediate boolean variable T . In the �rstase I will say that the onjuntion is evaluated in a onjuntive ontext, while42



in the seond ase the impliation operator uts o� the onjuntive ontext,making the ontext disjuntive. In a onjuntive ontext it's permissible toreplae a onjuntion with eah onjunt separately. In a disjuntive ontext,every onjuntive formula has to be rei�ed and stored in a new variable.The onjuntive ontext is implemented as an optimization. Without it,any onjuntion would always have to be rei�ed. The ompiler passes the on-junt �ag to the translation funtion whih is true in a onjuntive ontext andotherwise false. As soon as a disjuntive node is reahed in the parse tree,the onjunt �ag is set to false and the onjuntive ontext is ut o� for alldesendants of this node.Consider the esra expression forall(i : 1..10) (F(i) = 5). This isjust the iterated onjuntion F(1) = 5 /\ ... /\F (10) = 5. In a onjuntiveontext eah of these equalities an be stated as is. In a disjuntive ontext,on the ontrary, eah onjunt in the iteration must be stored away in a list.When the iteration is omplete this list is passed bak to the anestor node inthe parse tree and treated there.Note that the ount operator, along with all non onjuntive onnetives(∨,⇒,⇐ and⇔), uts o� the onjuntive ontext; meaning that all expressionsnested inside a ount operator lives in a disjuntive ontext.4.3.3 Communiating Variables between Sub PrediatesIn order to map esra quanti�ed expressions on SICStus Prolog, it's neessaryto reate sub prediates (see setion 4.5). This gives rise to a new problem,beause Prolog doesn't have any global variables. So how to reate ommuni-ation between the same variables in di�erent sub prediates? One solution isto state all variables as fats, but I atually adopted another solution: the vlistmehanism.The ompiler maintains a variable vlist, whih is the list of names of alluser supplied variables used in the model. before any sub prediates are reatedthis list must be uni�ed with the name Vlist. The variable Vlist is thenpassed as an argument to all sub prediates. Inside the sub prediate the Vlistargument must again be uni�ed with vlist. This mehanism is best illustratedby an example. In the following program fragment a sub prediate sub is beingalled. ...Vlist = [A, B, Potatoes, N1℄,sub(, , ,Vlist),....sub(, , ,Vlist) :-Vlist = [A, B, Potatoes, N1℄,...The uni�ation of Vlist with [A, B, Potatoes, N1℄ makes sure that the variablesA, B, Potatoes and N1 refer to the same objets in the aller as in sub. A similarmehanism is used for loal variables. The loal variables, ative in the aller'ssope, are maintained in a list alled Loals and passed to all sub goals withinthis sope. 43



Finally all domain expressions, whih may depend on ompiler generatedvariables, are maintained in a list alled Domains. When this list is uni�edwith the orresponding argument in a sub prediate, all temporaries withinthe domain expression beome uni�ed as well. An example will larify thismehanism (here the fous is on Domains, so Vlist and Loals are omitted)....Domains = [interval(1,T1), list([1, T2, 3, T3, 5℄)℄,sub(, , ,Domains),....sub(, , ,Domains) :-Domains = [interval(1,T1), list([1, T2, 3, T3, 5℄)℄,...The uni�ation of Domains with the list expression above makes sure that T1,T2 and T3 beome de�ned within sub. I will often refer to the uni�ation ofvariable and list as a paking instrution on the aller's side and as an unpakinginstrution in the allee.4.4 Translation of Simple ExpressionsSimple expressions are suh ones not ontaining quanti�ers or other loopingonstruts. This inlude numeri and propositional expressions, appliations aswell as delarations. The purpose of this setions is to de�ne the esra to prologmapping of these expressions.4.4.1 Compile time Evaluation of Constant ExpressionsWhile translating expressions, the ompiler should evaluate onstant expressionslike 4*5=20. This works very muh like the example in setion 4.3.1. Amongother bene�ts this will enable the ompiler to evaluate all expressions dependingon delared and initialized onstants. An example will larify this proedure.st G = 8dom D = {7*G, -1, G, 5}(Comment: the ompiler evaluates D = {56, -1, 8, 5})st B = 10+G(Comment: the ompiler evaluates B = 18)etIt's lear that if there are no run time initialized onstants, the ompiler will beable to evaluate every ground expression at ompile time. This works beauseI require that eah identi�er must be delared before it's used.4.4.2 Appliation ExpressionsThe prediate 'value/3', introdued in setion 4.2, is used to apply a relation ona tuple of values. Here, only the delarative aspets of value/3 are of interest,44



the atual implementation details are disussed in setion 4.2. The meaning ofvalue/3 is:let R be an n-ary relation. If value([a1, a2, .., , an], R, 1), then R(a1, a2, ..., an)holds. Similarly if value([a1, a2, .., , an], R, 0), then R(a1, a2, ..., an) is false.Let F be a total funtion with left arity n− 1 and right arity 1. If it's truethat value([a1, a2, ..., an−1], F, V ), then F (a1, a2, ..., an−1) = V is also true.The prediate 'new/2', whih is used to reate relational deision variables, isalso important. The prediate new(+Domain, -Relation) is true if Relationis a relation with domain Domain. Here Domain must be a fully instantiated re-lational domain expression while Relationmust be an un instantiated variable.Relation beomes uni�ed with a new fresh relation.The subsequent setions will show many examples of how to use these twoprediates. For instane eah relation appliation expression maps into a all tovalue/3.4.4.3 Numeri and Comparison ExpressionsThe translation of numeri and omparative expressions into Prolog follows thegeneral outline of setion 4.3.1. At eah node in the parse tree, a ouple ofode hunks are assembled by reursive alls to the translation funtion andonatenated together with the new ode generated at that node and �nallypassed bak to the aller.In the following I will fous attention on the mapping between esra andProlog, so from now on the disussion will be delarative omitting the detailsof the translation proess.The ompiler will generate many so alled temporary variables to hold in-termediary results whih have no names in the soure model. I will adopt theonvention here to all these variables T1, T2, T3, and so fourth. The mappingis straight forward, just replae eah esra operator with its Prolog ounter part.In the examples I will sometimes use the (Assume ...) onstrution whih meansthat the text within the parentheses does not partiipate in the mapping butarries essential information, suh as delarations. The atual esra text whihis mapped will be enlosed in angular brakets. It's assumed that eah expres-sion to be mapped lives in a onjuntive ontext, so the �nal onstraint will notbe rei�ed. If the result is just a numeri value it will be left in a temporary.Embedded appliation expressions will be treated as in setion 4.4.2. Note thatthe lpfd operators #= et are used, beause it's deision variables whih aredealt with here. The sign �-> means �maps to�. If the reader have problemsto understand why the instrutions are generated in a partiular order he isenouraged to draw a parse tree for himself and do the translation by hand.< X*24 = I*F(I-1) > -->T1 #= X*24,T2 #= I-1,value([T2℄, F, T3),T4 #= I*T3,T1 #= T4.< F(3*F(I*F(I))) > -->value([I℄, F, T1), 45



T2 #= I*T1,value([T2℄, F, T3),T4 #= 3*T3,value([T4℄, F, T5).(result in T5)< X*Y-1 != 0 > -->T1 #= X*Y,T2 #= T1-1,T2 #\= 0.< X*(F(X) - 1) =< G(X-1, Y) > -->value([X℄, F, T1),T2 #= X*T1,T3 #= T2-1,T4 #= X-1,value([T4, Y℄, G, T5),T3 #=< T5.4.4.4 Propositional ExpressionsPropositional expressions are almost as straight forward to map, but are slightlyompliated by the onjuntive ontext.< F => X=5 > -->X #= 5 #<=> T1,F #=> T1.The sub expression X=5 is evaluated in disjuntive ontext beause of the im-pliation operator, so the result is rei�ed into T1. Then the impliation istranslated in onjuntive ontext (whih is assumed).< false => R(I,J) >value([I,J℄, R, T1),0 #=> T1< BIBD(v1,j) /\ BIBD(v2,j) > -->value([v1, j℄, BIBD, 1),value([v2, j℄, BIBD, 1),4.4.5 DelarationsDelaration auses two kinds of e�ets. Firstly a symbol table entry is reated forevery delared identi�er. The translator uses this information for type hekingpurposes. Seondly ode may be generated by the delaration for various reasons.When a primitive deision variable is delared its domain must be madeknown to lpfd. This produes a line of ode like X in 1..10. Constantsmay be initialized in line by an expression that may ontain run time onstants.46



Suh expressions has to be evaluated and temporaries must be reated to holdtheir values. Sometimes a domain delaration also ontain expressions whihmust be evaluated resulting in new temporaries.When a relational deision variable is delared, a all to new/2 must begenerated (setion 4.4.2) to reate the relation. Constant delarations will notbe onsidered here, see setion 4.7.1 instead. Reall that (Assume ...) in themapping syntax means that the thing within parentheses is not part of the esraexpression being mapped, but is needed as ontextual information.< var X : 0..10 > -->X in 0..10< var X : {1, 7, 4} > -->X in {1, 7, 4}(Assume G, R are integer run time onstants)< var X : 1..G*R > -->T1 #= G*R,X in 1..T1(Assume A, B, C and E are integer run time onstants)< dom D = {2, 3-A, B, 4*C, 55, 9-E} > -->T1 #= 3-A,T2 #= 4*C,T3 #= 9-E.(Comment: The domain D beomes known by the ompiler,no additional ode produed for this purpose! The variablesT1, T2 and T3 ontains the results of omputations of 3-A,4*C and 9-E. All referenes to D in the following are literallysubstituted by the term `list([2, T1, B, T2, 55, T3℄)' by theompiler. Therefore the T variables need to be remembered. TheD identifier binding is not stored in the generated ode. This isa design deision.)< var F : (1..10 [#℄ 1..5) [->℄ nat > -->new(reldom([interval(1,10), interval(1,5)℄,1..1,0..sup,[interval(0, sup)℄),F).(Comment: A total funtion is reated in thedelared domain.)< var S : 1..10[5℄ > -->new(reldom([interval(1,10)℄,{5},nil,[℄),S). 47



In the last example a set domain expression is onstruted, see setion 4.1.3.4.5 Translation of Quanti�ed Expressions4.5.1 Loops in PrologThe quanti�ed expressions are not so strait forward to map into Prolog as thestu� we have treated so far. The reason is that it's neessary to loop over thedomains of eah loal variable. The quanti�ers and sums are really the esraounter part of loops in ordinary programming languages. But Prolog doesn'tsupport loops, only reursion, so I have to reate several reursive prediates,in fat one for eah loal variable.Before treating this problem in detail, I want to give examples of some simpleProlog looping tehniques. The �rst example is a double loop over two intervals,the Prolog equivalent to a double for loop. The loop body simply prints thevalues of the loal variables at eah turn.%% A double for loop in Prolog.%% Call with loop1(Ibegin, Jbegin, Max)%% Printing all pairs i,j with Ibegin =< I =< Max and%% Jbegin =< j =< Maxloop1(I, J, Max) :-( I =< Max ->Inew is I+1,loop2(I, J, Max),loop1(Inew, J, Max); true).loop2(I, J, Max) :-( J =< Max ->Jnew is J+1,format(``~d, ~d~n'', [I,J℄),loop2(I, Jnew, Max); true).This program uses iteration over the natural numbers. It's also possible toiterate over lists in a similar way. Suppose D1 and D2 are two lists. Thefollowing example loops over the entire �artesian produt� of D1 and D2 andprints all pairs.%% D1 and D2 are integer lists%% Print the ``artesian produt'' of D1 and D2loop1([℄, _).loop1([A1 | A1s℄, D2) :-loop2(A1, D2),loop1(A1s, D2).loop2(_, [℄). 48



loop2(A1, [A2 | A2s℄) :-format("~d, ~d~n", [A1, A2℄),loop2(A1, A2s).Primitive domains are either intervals or lists. Beause it's slightly more on-venient to iterate over lists I deided to always use lists when iterating overprimitive domains. Therefore, I onvert every interval whih appears in aloal variable spei�er to a list, before starting the iteration. The prediatedomain_to_list/2 makes that trik (see ode in esra.pl). The signature is%% domain_to_list(+Domain, -List) :-%% Domain is a domain expression, whih must be ground and%% finite.%% List is a list, whih must be uninstantiated at entry.%% True if List ontains the elements of Domain.4.5.2 Iteration ShemasThe sub prediates, generated by the ompiler, follow �xed patterns. I allthese patterns iteration shemas. Note that there is exatly one prediate foreah loal variable and eah prediate has two lauses, one base lause and onereursive lause. In this sub setion I will use abstrat pseudo syntax names,suh as as loop1, loop2, loopi−1, loopn, for all sub prediates.There are two types of iteration shemas, the blank shema and the shemawith olletion. In the blank shema, the main body of the loop just posts aonstraint, no result is omputed. The blank shema is used in onjuntiveontext. In the shema with olletion, on the other hand, no onstraint isposted diretly, instead the onstraint is rei�ed and added to an aumulationlist at eah turn of the loop. The aumulated list is then passed bak to thealler. This shema ollets the result of a omputation. Both shemas exhibita strong similarity to the looping examples of setion 4.5.1.Suppose the loal variables are A1, A2, . . . , An, belonging to the primitivedomains D1, D2, . . . , Dn, where one or more of the Di may be idential. Therewill be one prediate, named loopi, assoiated with eah loal variable Ai. Therewill also be an initial all to loop1 starting the n fold iteration. Only loopn willompute anything. The whole purpose of loop1, loop2, . . ., and loopn−1, is tostart the next sub iteration. In the shema de�nitions whih follow, I will replaethe arguments Vlist, Loals and Domains of setion 4.3.3 with an ellipsis, in theinterest of larity. Suppose also that the domains Di already are lists.Consider the blank shema �rst. Both base lause and reursive lause aregiven for eah prediate. In the base ase, the empty list, is supposed to maththe reursive argument in the other lause.
Definition: Blank SchemaInitial goal: loop1(D1, D2, . . . , Dn, . . .)

loop1([℄,_, ...,, ...). 49



loop1([A1|A1s℄, A2, ..., An, ...) : −
loop2(A1, D2, ..., Dn, ...),
loop1(A1s, D2, ..., Dn, ...).

loop2(_, [℄,_, ..., ...).
loop2(_, [A2|A2s℄, A3, ..., An, ...) : −

loop3(A1, A2, D3, ..., Dn, ...),
loop2(A1, A2s, D3, ..., Dn, ...)....

loopn(_,_, ..., [℄, ...).
loopn(_, [An|Ans℄, ...) : −(Do something here),

loop3(A1, A2, ..., An−1, Ans, ...).The shema with olletion is slightly more ompliated. There are three om-piler generated variables, always named X, Y and Z, used as aumulators tosope up the omputed result. X,Y is the primary aumulator pair, but Z isused for intermediate lists.
Definition: Shema With ColletionInitial goal: loop1(D1, D2, . . . , Dn, [℄, Res, . . .)(Comment: At exit, Res is the list of omputed results, one result per turn)
loop1([℄,_, ..., X, X, ...).
loop1([A1|A1s℄, D2, ..., Dn, X, Y, ...) : −

loop2(A1, D2, ..., Dn, X, Z, ...),
loop1(A1s, D2, ..., Dn, Z, Y, ...).

loop2(_, [℄,_, ..., X, X, ...).
loop2(A1, [A2|A2s℄, D3, ..., Dn, X, Y, ...) : −

loop3(A1, A2, D3, ..., Dn, X, Z, ...),
loop2(A1, A2s, D3, ..., Dn, Z, Y, ...)....

loopn(_,_, ..., [℄, X, X, ...).
loopn(_, [An|Ans℄, X, Y, ...) : −(Compute something here => T ),

loopn(A1, A2, ..., An−1, Ans, [T |X℄, ...).
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4.5.3 The Forall Quanti�erConsider the expressionforall (LoalVariables | Filter) (Formula)The �rst to do is to rewrite this expression toforall (LoalVariables) (Filter => Formula),taking are of the �lter lause automatially. This would be overkill if Filteris ground beause a simple Prolog onditional would su�e. But in the interestof simpliity I always make this transformation in my ompiler.The next step is to generate an iteration shema for LoalVariables and�ll it with the translation of Formula. If the shema is olleting, the result isa list of boolean values, whih have to be rei�ed. Suppose that List ontainsthe results of the omputation. To reify List, use the lpfd sum onstraint.length(List, N),lpfd:sum(List, #=, Sum),Sum #= N.This makes the entire forall expression true, beause this really is equivalentto putting all elements of List equal to 1. If the expression is omputed in adisjuntive ontext, however, the last line above have to be replaed by Sum #=N #<=> Result, to reify the expression instead.4.5.4 The Count Quanti�erConsider the expressionount (Multipliity) (LoalVariables | Formula)The �rst thing to do is to generate a shema for LoalVariables. For the ountquanti�er, the shema must always be olleting, beause we annot handle theounting onstraint before we have seen all values to be ounted. Therefore theonjuntive ontext has to be ut o� before the Formula is translated. Supposethat List ontains the results of the omputation. To enfore the ountingonstraint on List, use the lpfd ount onstraint.lpfd:ount(1, List, #=, Count),Count in MultipliityJust ounting the number of true values in List and making sure it's in Multi-pliity. This an be rei�ed if the last line above is replae byCount in Multipliity #<=> Result51



4.5.5 The Sum OperatorConsider the expressionsum (LoalVariables | Filter) (Expression)The �rst to do is to rewrite this expression tosum (LoalVariables) (Filter*Formula),Here Filter must be omputed in a disjuntive ontext, enforing rei�ation.Then Filter funtions as a binary weight fator, to deide whih terms in thesum to omit and whih ones to inlude, in the �nal result. Then a shema isreated for LoalVariables. The shema for the sum operator is always ollet-ing, beause all values have to be omputed before the sum an be omputed.Assume that List ontains the results of the omputation. To ompute the sumof List, use the lpfd sum onstraint.lpfd:sum(List, #=, Result)The resulting sum value is now stored in Result.4.5.6 ExamplesThe setion is onluded with several examples of esra to Prolog mappings. Thevlist mehanism is assumed, but I'm not interested here in the atual values ofthe lists, so I replae them by ellipses and ignores how the variables in the subprediates get their values. See setion 4.8 for an example of a omplete vlistmehanism. Also note that the domains are delared as temporary variablesbeginning with 'T' in the sub prediates. This is always done. From now on,the onvention to name sub prediates after the same base name as the modelitself is adopted. For instane if the model's name is `model', the sub prediatesare named model1, model2 et.(Assume dom D = 1..3)(Assume model name is 'test')< forall(I&J : D) (I*J < 100) > -->...(Comment: The blank shema is used)test1([1,2,3℄, [1,2,3℄, Vlist, Loals, Domains),...test1([℄, _, _, _, _).test1([I|Is℄, T2, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-test2(I, T2, Vlist, Loals, Domains),test1(Is, T2, Vlist, Loals, Domains).test2(_, [℄, _, _, _).test2(I, [J|Js℄, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-Vlist = ...,Loals = ...,Domains = ..., 52



T3 #= I*J,T3 #< 100,test2(I, Js, Vlist, Loals, Domains).(Assume model name is 'test')< ount(20 (I : 1..3 | F(I) = I) > -->...(Comment: Colleting Shema Used)test1(T1, [℄,Results, Vlist, Loals, Domains),lpfd:ount(1, Results, #=, Count),Count in {2},...test1([℄, X,X, _, _, _).test1([I|Is℄, X,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-Vlist = ...,Loals = ...,Domains = ...,value([I℄, F, T2),T2 #= I #<=> T3,test1(Is, [T3|X℄, Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains).(Assume model name is 'summing')< S = sum(I : 1..10) (I*I - 1) > -->...(Comment: Colleting Shema Used)summing1([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10℄, [℄,Xs, Vlist, Loals, Domains),lpfd:sum(Xs, #=, Sum)...summing1([℄, X,X, _, _, _).summing1([_I|_Is℄, X,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-Vlist = ...,Loals = ...Domains = ...,T1 #= I*I,T2 #= T1-1,summing1(Is, [T2|X℄,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains).4.6 Translation of the ObjetiveWhen all onstraints have been posted the problem have to be submitted to thesolver for a solution. This is the objetive of the model. There are two kindsof objetives, solve and optimise respetively. Consider the objetive solve<formula>. After <formula> has been translated, a all to the library prediateall_variables/2, de�ned in esra.pl is generated. The signature is%% all_variables(+ESRAVariables, -CLPFDVariables)%% ESRAVariables is a list of all ESRA deision variables%% True if CLPFDVariables is the list of all CLPFD deision variables,53



%% whih has been alloated.The lines of ode that invokes the solver to solve a CSP, are always (if we assumethat V1, V2, ..., Vn are all deision variables in the esra model).esra:all_variables([V1, V2, ..., Vn℄, AllVariables),lpfd:labeling([ff℄, AllVariables)The ellipsis shall be �guratively interpreted here, in an atual generated programn is always known, so the ompiler generates the list of known names.If we are dealing with a COP instead, and the objetive funtion is boundto the lpfd variable T, then the orresponding Prolog lines areesra:all_variables([V1, V2, ..., Vn℄, AllVariables),lpfd:labeling([ff, Optimize℄, AllVariables)Here Optimize is one of the atoms maximize or minimize. Note the option[ff℄ sent to the labeling/2 prediate. This means ��rst failed with the mostonstrained heuristi�. This leftmost variable with the smallest domain is alwayshosen �rst breaking ties by (a) seleting the variable that has the most on-straints suspended on it and (b) seleting the leftmost one. This default an beoverridden by hanging the ompiler variable `options' de�ned in generate.ml.4.7 Input and Output4.7.1 The Data File, and Run Time ConstantsRun time onstants have to be initialized by the data �le. The data �le a-tually is a Prolog program, so eah data onstrutor is a valid Prolog term(setion 2.7). if the ompiler enounters run time onstants it generates a allto the prediate read_file/2, de�ned in esra.pl, whih reads the �le and storeseah data onstrutor in a ditionary named Unknowns. The signature is%% read_file(+FileName, -Unknowns)%% FileName is an atom, the name of the data file.%% Unknown must be un instantiated when this prediate%% is alled.%% Reads all run time onstants from the file FileName and%% stores them in the ditionary Unknowns.Later, eah run time onstant is retrieved from Unknowns by a all to find_variable/4,whih is also de�ned in esra.pl. This prediate has the signature%% find_variable(+Key, +Unknowns, -Value, +Domain)%% True if Key is bound to Value in Unknowns.%% Key is an atom, the ESRA name of the onstant.%% Unknowns is the ditionary ontaining all run time%% onstants. 54



%% Domain is the domain of the onstant.%% Value is the name of the onstant.When find_variable enounters a relational data onstrutor it alls parse_relation/3of setion 4.2.6 to onstrut the objet. Now I give some examples of the map-ping of esra onstant delarations to Prolog.< st K : nat > -->find_variable('K', Unknowns, K, interval(0, sup))< st Array : 1..10 [->℄ nat > -->find_variable('Array', Unknowns, Array,reldom([interval(1,10)℄,{1},0..sup,[interval(0,sup)℄))< st Set : 1..10 [{2,5}℄ > -->find_variable('Set', Unknowns, Set,reldom([interval(1,10)℄,{2,5},nil,[℄))(Comment: This is a set onstant)4.7.2 Printing and ResultsAfter a solution to the problem has been found, the prediate make_results/2(de�ned in esra.pl) is alled to reate a ditionary ontaining all deision vari-ables of the problem. This ditionary is the result parameter. The signature ofmake_results/2 is%% make_results(+List, -Result)%% List is a D-list of pairs Key-Value, one for eah deision%% variable of the problem.%% Result must be un instantiated by entry.%% True if Result is a ditionary of all (Key,Value) pairs.%% The variable Result holds the result parameter on exit.The next step is to all print_results/2 (de�ned in esra.pl), to print all re-sulting deision variables on the sreen aording to a default printing format.The signature is%% print_result(+Result)%% Result is a D-list of pairs Key-Value, one for eah%% deision variable. 55



%% Prints the results of the problem in a default format%% on the sreen.The result parameter ontains all deision variables of the problem. The useran extrat this information by using the result API, whih is desribed insetion 5.4.4.8 The Branh TreeBefore presenting the �nal example of a real world translation, there's a ne-essary subtlety to onsider. When translating a quanti�ed expression a newprediate is reated. The program text of this prediate is to inserted later inthe ode stream. If we are writing instrution to a �le one by one, we are gettinginto problems. The solution is that the ompiler maintains a data representa-tion of the program whih I all a branh tree in memory during the translation.Only when the translation is omplete, is the branh tree onverted into the�nal program. To explain the branh tree, onsider the following esra odehunkN = sum(I : 1..5) (I*I) /\forall(I:1..5) (I < 10).A branh tree for this ode hunk is(Assume: program name is ``test'')(Comment: Vlist mehanism takes are of N)(Comment: Domains and Loals uninteresting now, replae by ellipsis.)Vlist = [N℄,test1([1,2,3,4,5℄, [℄,T1, ...),Branh( test1([℄, X,X, _, _, _).test1([I|Is℄, X,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains) :-Vlist = [N℄,Loals = ...,Domains = ...,T3 #= I*I,test1(Is, [T3|X℄,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains).),lpfd:sum(T1, #=, T2),N #= T2,test2([1,2,3,4,5℄, ...),Branh( test2([℄, _, _, _).test2([I|Is℄, Vlist, Loals, Domains) :-Vlist = [N℄,Loals = ...,Domains = ...,I #< 10,test2(Is, Vlist, Loals, Domains)56



).When the entire model has been translated, the ompiler onverts the branhtree into a �nal Prolog program. First all instrutions not ourring in anybranh are written out, the so alled stem of the branh tree. Then all branhesare written out reursively. The result is a Prolog program with several predi-ates.4.9 A Complete ExampleNow it's time to present a major example of a full translation of an esra model.I have hosen the well known warehouse loation problem, see setion 3.6 for ade�nition. This model di�ers from the one of setion 3.6 beause I think it'sbetter suited to illustrate the subtleties of translation than the other model, butit models the same CSP.4.9.1 PreliminariesBefore the example an be understood, there are some preliminary notions thatmust be explained, whih have not been enountered yet.The name mapping. The ompiler generates variables with names like Vlist,Domains, AllVariables, X, Y and Z. How an we assure that these variablesdon't lash with user supplied ones? There's also the problem that Prologdoesn't allow variable names to begin with lower ase letters, while esradoes so. The solution is to map the names to an internal format. Themapping is very simple; just prepend an undersore to the name. Thus,the esra name foo maps to the prolog name _foo, while Bar maps to_Bar.The omputer generated �temporary variables� have so far been alled T1,T2 et. We now rename these variables to _1, _2 et, to avoid lashingwith user variables beginning with T.Module pre�xes. The familiar prediates value/3, new/2 et, have aquired amodule pre�x, to show that they belong to one of the esra library modules:esra.pl and lmatrix.pl. These modules ontain all neessary Prolog odeto support the generated program at run time.One wrappers. Several prediates are wrapped into alls of one/1. Thisis to suppress baktraking. A goal alled by one(Goal) is only invokedone. When baktraking ours, Goal doesn't leave any hoie points onthe stak. Without this preaution, the program often baktraks whenit's not supposed to, ausing various problems.Files. There must be several �les to run the model. Firstly, the generatedprogram itself, named model.pl, if model is the base name of the model.Seondly, the data �le, whih has the name model.in.pl. Both these �lesare Prolog programs. Thirdly, the library �les esra.pl and lmatrix.pl,must be in the diretory indiated by the module delarations at the headof the generated program. 57



4.9.2 Stepping Through the ExampleThe example model is named ware, the warehouse loation problem. The soure�le is ware.pl and the data �le ware.in.pl. The following esra soure modelhas been line numbered to failitate referening.1 st NStores : nat2 st NWareHouses : nat3 dom Stores = 1..NStores4 dom Warehouses = 1..NWareHouses5 st Capaity : Warehouses [->℄ nat6 st SupplyCost : (Stores [#℄ Warehouses) [->℄ nat7 st MaintenaneCost : nat8 var Supplies : Warehouses [#1℄ Stores9 minimise10 MaintenaneCost *11 (sum(W : Warehouses | ount(1..sup) (12 S : Stores | Supplies(W,S))) (1)13 )14 +15 sum(W : Warehouses, S : Stores | Supplies(W,S)) (16 SupplyCost(S,W)17 )18 suh that19 (forall (W : Warehouses)20 (ount (0..Capaity(W))21 (S : Stores | Supplies(W,S))))And here is the translation, ware.pl, also line numbered.1 :- use_module(library(lpfd)).2 :- use_module(library(lists)).3 :- use_module('lmatrix.pl').4 :- use_module('esra.pl').5 ware(Results):-6 esra:reset_ounters,7 esra:read_file('ware.in.pl', Unknowns),8 esra:find_variable('NStores', Unknowns, _NStores,interval(0, sup)),9 esra:find_variable('MaintenaneCost', Unknowns,10 MaintenaneCost, interval(0, sup)),11 esra:find_variable('NWareHouses', Unknowns, _NWareHouses,interval(0, sup)),12 lmatrix:new(reldom([interval(1, _NWareHouses)℄,0..sup, 1..1,[interval(1, _NStores)℄),_Supplies),58



13 esra:find_variable('SupplyCost', Unknowns, _SupplyCost,reldom([interval(1, _NStores),interval(1, _NWareHouses)℄,{1}, 0..sup,[interval(0, sup)℄)),14 esra:find_variable('Capaity', Unknowns, _Capaity,reldom([interval(1, _NWareHouses)℄,{1}, 0..sup,[interval(0, sup)℄)),15 Vlist = [_NStores, _MaintenaneCost, _NWareHouses, _Supplies,_SupplyCost, _Capaity℄,16 Domains = [interval(1, _NWareHouses), interval(1, _NStores)℄,17 esra:domain_to_list(interval(1, _NWareHouses), _8),18 one(ware3(_8, [℄,_14, Vlist, [℄, Domains)),19 sum(_14, #=, _15),20 _16 #= _MaintenaneCost*_15,21 esra:domain_to_list(interval(1, _NWareHouses), _1),22 esra:domain_to_list(interval(1, _NStores), _2),23 one(ware1(_1, _2, [℄,_6, Vlist, [℄, Domains)),24 sum(_6, #=, _7),25 _17 #= _16+_7,26 esra:domain_to_list(interval(1, _NWareHouses), _18),27 one(ware5(_18, Vlist, [℄, Domains)),28 esra:all_variables([_Supplies℄, AllVariables),29 esra:report_postings,30 labeling([down, minimize(_17)℄, AllVariables),31 esra:report_solution(optimum-_17),32 esra:make_results(['Supplies'-_Supplies℄, Results),33 esra:print_results(['Supplies'-_Supplies℄).34 ware5([℄, _, _, _).35 ware5([_W|_Ws℄, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-36 [_NStores, _MaintenaneCost, _NWareHouses, _Supplies, _SupplyCost,_Capaity℄ = Vlist,37 [℄ = Loals,38 [interval(1, _NWareHouses), interval(1, _NStores)℄ = Domains,39 lmatrix:value([_W℄, _Capaity, _19),40 esra:domain_to_list(interval(1, _NStores), _20),41 one(ware6(_20, [℄,_22, Vlist, [_W℄, Domains)),42 esra:set_ounts(_22, 0.._19),43 one(ware5(_Ws, Vlist, Loals, Domains)).44 ware6([℄, X,X, _, _, _).45 ware6([_S|_Ss℄, X,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-46 [_NStores, _MaintenaneCost, _NWareHouses, _Supplies, _SupplyCost,_Capaity℄ = Vlist,47 [_W℄ = Loals,48 [interval(1, _NWareHouses), interval(1, _NStores)℄ = Domains,49 lmatrix:value([_W, _S℄, _Supplies, _21),59



50 one(ware6(_Ss, [_21|X℄, Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains)).51 ware1([℄, _, X,X, _, _, _).52 ware1([_W|_Ws℄, _2, X,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-53 one(ware2(_W, _2, X,Z, Vlist, Loals, Domains)),54 one(ware1(_Ws, _2, Z,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains)).55 ware2(_, [℄, X,X, _, _, _).56 ware2(_W, [_S|_Ss℄, X,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-57 [_NStores, _MaintenaneCost, _NWareHouses, _Supplies, _SupplyCost,58 _Capaity℄ = Vlist,59 [℄ = Loals,60 [interval(1, _NWareHouses), interval(1, _NStores)℄ = Domains,61 lmatrix:value([_S, _W℄, _SupplyCost, _4),62 lmatrix:value([_W, _S℄, _Supplies, _3),63 _5 #= _4*_3,64 one(ware2(_W, _Ss, [_5|X℄, Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains)).65 ware3([℄, X,X, _, _, _).66 ware3([_W|_Ws℄, X,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-67 [_NStores, _MaintenaneCost, _NWareHouses, _Supplies, _SupplyCost,_Capaity℄ = Vlist,68 [℄ = Loals,69 [interval(1, _NWareHouses), interval(1, _NStores)℄ = Domains,70 esra:domain_to_list(interval(1, _NStores), _9),71 one(ware4(_9, [℄,_11, Vlist, [_W℄, Domains)),72 esra:set_ounts_and_reify(_11, 1..sup, _12),73 _13 #= 1*_12,74 one(ware3(_Ws, [_13|X℄, Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains)).75 ware4([℄, X,X, _, _, _).76 ware4([_S|_Ss℄, X,Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains):-77 [_NStores, _MaintenaneCost, _NWareHouses, _Supplies, _SupplyCost,_Capaity℄ = Vlist,78 [_W℄ = Loals,79 [interval(1, _NWareHouses), interval(1, _NStores)℄ = Domains,80 lmatrix:value([_W, _S℄, _Supplies, _10),81 one(ware4(_Ss, [_10|X℄, Y, Vlist, Loals, Domains)).The onstrution in lines 11�12 of the soure model requires an explanation.Part of the explanation is already given in setion 2.1.2. The sum expressionevaluates to the ardinality of the set{W : Warehouses |ount(1..sup)(S : Stores | Supplies(W,S))}.60



This ardinality is the number of open warehouses, so we get the total �xed ostby multiplying this number with the �xed ost per warehouse (MaintenaneCost).Now I'm stepping through the example line by line to explain how it works.Line 1�4Module delarations. Open modules lpfd, lists, lmatrix and esra. The �rst twoare system modules, while the latter belong to the esra library. If the moduledelarations of the library points to another diretory, these �les should residethere instead of in the urrent diretory. A variable in the ompiler deides towhih diretory the library �les belong.Line 5The main goal, whih starts the generated program. Results is the result pa-rameter.Line 6Reset the lpfd statistis ounters to zero.Line 7Read the data �le ware.in.pl. Store eah run time onstant in a Key-Valueditionary named Unknowns.Line 8�11Lookup the delared run time onstants of the program: NStores, MaintenaneCostand NWarehouses, in the ditionary. These onstants are integer valued as seenby the domains in the alls to find_variable. These lines takes are of thelines 1�2 and 7 in the soure model. Note that the domains delared in thesoure are passed as arguments to find_variable as well as the variable names.Line 12Create the variable Supplies (line 8 in the soure). Note how var Supplies :Warehouses [#1℄ Stores translates to a all to lmatrix:new/2, de�ning theprolog variable _Supplies.Line 13�14More alls to find_variable taking are of lines 5�6 in the model. Now _Ca-paity and _SupplyCost are instantiated. These are relational onstants. Rela-tional onstants are looked up after all delarations have been proessed by theompiler, and all domains are known.Line 15�16Now when all delarations have been proessed by the ompiler, the variablesVlist and Domains an be uni�ed with the list of all variable names and the listof all delared domain expressions respetively. This is the vlist mehanism.Line 17A all to domain_to_list/2 onverts the domain expression interval(1, _NWareHouses)into a Prolog list and stores this list in _8. This step is a preparation for om-puting the �rst sum (soure lines 11�13) in the objetive funtion of the model.It's the Warehouses domain whih has to be onverted to a list.61



Line 18The sub prediate ware3 is invoked in the olleting shema to ompute the sumsum(W:Warehouses | ount(1..sup) (S : Stores|Supplies(W,S))) (1). Thissum is atually a weight fator measuring the ardinality of the set of stores aertain warehouse supplies. Only warehouses supplying some store have a main-tenane ost. The result is olleted in _14.Line 19�20The sum of the list _14 is omputed and multiplied with the maintenane ost.The result is in _16. Now we have omputed the �rst term of the objetivefuntion, the �xed ost.Line 21�22More domain-list onversions. The domains Warehouses and Stores are on-verted to the lists _1 and _2 respetively. This is preparation for the seondsum omputation.Line 23The sub prediate ware1 omputes the seond sum of the objetive funtion inthe olleting shema. The ollet is in _14. Note that Loals is [℄, beause noloals are ative in the urrent sope, the main prediate.Line 24The ollet is summed, using the lpfd sum onstraint. result in _7.Line 25The two parts of the objetive funtion are summed, result in _17.Line 26�27Invoking sub prediate ware5 to ompute the forall expression in the suh thatlause of the model in the blank shema.Line 28The esra:all_variables/2 prediate takes all deision variables of the modeland �attens them to get all lpfd elementary deision variables, whih hasbeen alloated. They are olleted into the Prolog list AllVariables.Line 29Code to print out some statistis, like the number of posted onstraints et.Line 30Invoking the lpfd solver to minimize the value in _17 with respet to all on-straints posted so far.Line 31 Report that a solution has been found along with statistis suh thatthe number of baktraks and the solving time.Line 32Call make_results/2 to reate the result parameter.62



Line 33Call print_solution/2 to print the deision variables in a default format.Now the main branh of the program has been explained. The branh startedby ware3 is treated nest. It's the branh used to ompute the �rst sum in theobjetive funtion. Lines 11�12 in the soure model.Line 65�66This is just the lause heads of the shema with olletion over the loal variablespei�er (W : Warehouses). The ollet will be gathered in Y. The prediateware3 is the root of the �rst branh of the program. The prediate is alled inline 18.Line 67�69The vlist mehanism.Line 70�71Calling ware4 to ompute the nested ount expression in the shema with ol-letion. The ollet is in the list _11. Note that Loals is [_W℄, beause theloal variable _W is now in the outer sope. this all starts a sub branh of ware3.Line 72The lineesra:set_ounts_and_reify(_11, 1..sup, _12)alls a library prediate, taking are of the ounting ondition of lines 11�12 inthe soure model. We reify the boolean variable _12 with the statement thatthe number of ourrenes of 1 in _11 belongs to 1..sup. E�etively we aremeasuring the ardinality of the set{S : Stores | Supplies(W,S)}.Line 73This line omputes the expression under the sum sign of soure lines 11�12.The fator _11, the result of the ount, is used as a weight fator ontrolling ifthe urrent term should ontribute to the sum or not. The atual term is �1�.This onstrution is a way to simulate the ard/1 esra operator, whih is notsupported by this implementation.Line 74The reursive all to ware3, proessing the rest of the domain. The omputedvalue is pushed on the ollet X.Line 75�76Prediate ware4 uses the shema with olletion to ompute the body of theount expression in soure lines 11�12. The ollet is gathered in Y.63



Line 77�79The vlist mehanism. Note that the loal variable _W is not in the urrent sope,so it must be inherited via the vlist mehanism.Line 80Using value to ompute Supplies(W,S).Line 81Reursive all to ware4, taking are of the rest of the domain. The ollet ispushed onto X.The �rst sum in the objetive funtion is now explained. The seond sumis omputed by ware1.Lines 51�52Prediate ware1 starts the seond major branh of the program. The goal ofthis branh is to ompute the sumsum(W : Warehouses, S : Stores | Supplies(W,S)) (SupplyCost(S,W))The shema with olletion is used, with the ollet in Y as usual. This predi-ate is responsible for the loal variable W.Line 53This all to ware2 starts an iteration over S, the seond level of the two folditeration over (W:Warehouses, S:Stores). The partial ollet is gathered in Z(in the shema with olletion, intermediate ollet vetors are always using theZ variable).Line 54The reursive all to ware1 is taking are of the rest of the warehouses. Thepartial ollet Z, ontaining omputed values for the urrent value of W and allpossible S, is used as input here. The �nal ollet is gathered in Y.Lines 55�56Prediate ware2 omputes the body of the seond sum in the objetive funtion.It uses the shema with olletion, with the ollet in Y.Line 57�60The vlist mehanism. Note that Loals is empty; there are no loals in the outersope here.Line 61�62These lines ompute Supplies(W,S) and SupplyCost(S,W) respetively.Line 63The �ltering fator Supplies(W,S) is multiplied by SupplyCost(S,W). The resultis in _5. 64



Line 64The reursive all to ware2. The resulting value, _5, is pushed onto the olletvetor X.All that remains now is to explain the expression in the suh that lause ofthe model, lines 19�21. The branh starting with ware5 takes are of that ex-pression.Line 34�35Prediate ware5 starts the third branh of the program, using the blank shemaover (W : Warehouses). It enfores the onstraintforall(W : Warehouses) (ount(0..Capaity(W))(S : Stores | Supplies(W,S))).Line 36�38The vlist mehanism.Line 39Computing Capaity(W), result in _19.Line 40�41Invoking ware6 to omputeount(0..Capaity(W)) (S : Stores | Supplies(W,S)).The ollet is in _22.Line 42Calling a library prediate to set the ounting onstraint on _22. The number ofourrenes of �1s� in _22 belongs to the interval 1.._19. Here _19 is the resultof the omputation Capaity(W).Line 43Reursive all to ware5, taking are of the rest of the warehouses.Line 44�45The prediate ware6 uses a shema with olletion over (S : Stores), omputingthe expression Supplies(W,S). The ollet goes into Y.Line 46�48The vlist mehanism. Note that _W belongs to an outer sope, so it has to bepassed via Loals.Line 49 65



Computing the value of Supplies(W,S). Result goes into _21.Line 50Reursive all to ware6 to take are of the rest of the stores. The ollet ispushed onto X.5 The Compiler, the Final Produt5.1 InstallationTo install esra d to the soure diretory 'sr' and type 'make'. That willreate an exeutable �le named 'esra'. This exeutable doesn't depend on anylibraries, databases or other �les, so it may reside anywhere in your �le system.Just plae it somewhere and set your PATH aordingly.5.2 The esra LibrariesThe system ontains two library �les, esra.pl and lmatrix.pl. These Prologmodule �les are neessary to run the ompiler generated programs. The �rstfour lines of eah generated program ontain module delarations. The defaultloation for the esra library �les is the urrent diretory, i.e. the one you standin when you run the generated program. This loation an be hanged in twoways:
• Change the module delaration at the beginning of the generated programto inlude the full path names of esra.pl and lmatrix.pl. This will onlya�et this partiular program.
• In the ompiler, module translate.ml, there is a let binding of the identi�erlibrary_path. Change this binding to have the ompiler plaing the esralibraries in your favorite diretory. This will a�et all programs generatedby the ompiler.5.3 Compiling and Running a ModelTo ompile an esra model, say foo.esra, just type esra foo.esra. If therewere no ompilation errors, you will get a program named foo.pl. If the om-piler �nds an error, it issues an error message and aborts the exeution withoutproduing any output. If the model depends on run time initialized onstants,you will have to reate a data �le, whih must have the name foo.in. Make surethat the module delarations at the top of the program. are onsistent with theloation of the esra libraries. There are two ways to run the generated program.
• Type prolog or sistus at the shell prompt. In the interative Prologsystem, just type [foo℄. to onsult your program. To run the program,just type the single goal foo(R)., where R is the result parameter (seesetion 4.7.2). The program will then print the results of the omputationin a default format if suessful, otherwise it answers with no.
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• Use your emas interfae. Opening foo.pl in emas, will get emas intoProlog Mode. Typing the ommand C- C-b (onsult_buffer) will on-sult the program and open a Prolog proess in a separate bu�er, so thatyou an ommuniate with the program. Then just type foo(R). to startthe program, where R is the result parameter (see setion 4.7.2).5.4 Using the Result APIThe result parameter is supposed to be opaque. To extrat information fromit, a speial API has been onstruted, the so alled result API. This API isde�ned in esra.pl. There are three prediates: get_objet/3, is_related/2and funtion_value/3 desribed below.%% get_objet(+Results, +Name, -Objet) :-%% Results is a result parameter, Name is an atom, Objet is a value%% True if Objet is bound to Name in Results%% is_related(+Arguments, +Relation) :-%% Arguments is a list of integers%% Relation is an ESRA relation%% True if Relation(1, 2, ..., n) where i = Arguments[i℄%% funtion_value(+Coordinates, +Funtion, -Value) :-%% Arguments is a list of integers%% Funtion is an ESRA total funtion%% True if Funtion(1, 2, ..., n) = Value where i = Arguments[i℄6 Testing and Benhmarking6.1 Running the Test SuiteThis produt omes with a small test suite, loated in the diretory sr/test.The models in this diretory has been ompiled and tested, so I know thatthey works. To ompile all models in the test suite, d to sr/test and run theommand test at the shell prompt. This will ompile all test models. Runningthe test programs require two steps.Enter Prolog and type[test℄.This will onsult all programs and de�ne a prediate 'run'.Then typerun.This will run all programs in the test suite.To onlude this setion I give an example. The program magi.pl is in thetest suite. This is a model of so alled magi squares (see setion 3.2). In the67



aompanying data �le magi.in.pl, the size of the magi square an be spei�ed.The following is a sample session| ?- [magi℄.% onsulting /home/mano7083/xjob/esra/test/magi.pl...% onsulted /home/mano7083/xjob/esra/test/magi.pl in module user, 0 mse 8 bytyes| ?- magi(R).Initialization done, 179 onstraints postedLapsed time : 0.01 seondsSolution found in 0.0 seonds2 baktraks were triedS =[8,3,4℄[1,5,9℄[6,7,2℄R = t('S',relation(reldom([interval(1,3),interval(1,3)℄,{1},1..1,[interval(1,9)℄),lm_rel([[8,3,4℄,[1,5,9℄,[6,7,2℄℄)),0,t,t) ?Here we an see the output from the program. The variable S ontains a 3x3magi square. As we an see the sum of eah row, eah olumn and the twomajor diagonals is always 15 as it should be. Note that Prolog types the value ofR at the end (the result parameter) followed by a question mark. The user antype a semiolon after the question mark to get more solutions by baktraking.The display of the result parameter is not very useful, but I don't know how toturn it o� without at the same time disable baktraking.6.2 Some BenhmarksThe benhmarks presented in this setion seems to indiate some e�ienyproblems. CSPs are generally hard to solve, but this implementation gives un-expetedly fast growing exeution times for most problems. I don't understandthe reason for this behavior.The magi Square ProblemIn the magi square problem, setion 3.2, there is a steep growth of omputingtime by the grid width n. In the table constraints is the number of postedonstraints and backtracks the number of baktraks the solver had to make.
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Magi Square Benhmarks
n time (s) backtracks constraints3 0 2 1794 0 13 4135 2.03 4974 8556 > 2 min ? 1613

The Warehouse Loation ProblemThe omputing time of the warehouse loation problem, setions 3.6 and 4.9.2,is a rapidly growing funtion of the problem size as ould be seen from thebenhmarks. In the table below, nw, ns, stands for the number of warehousesand the number of stores respetively. The instane data are randomly gener-ated. One an see that the omputing time depends on nw and ns in di�erentways. The problem rapidly beomes intratable.Two di�erent models are ompared. The model from setion 3.6 uses theredundant array open keeping trak of whih warehouses are open. The modelof setion 4.9.2 on the other hand disposes of redundant variables. The �rstmodel is most e�ient as seen by the table below. In the table a time value ofthe type `> 2 min' means that the program has timed out with a time limit of 2minutes. The �rst line of the table refers to a model published in the opl book[14℄, the other instanes are randomly generated.Warehouse Loation Problem BenhmarksModel of Setion 3.6 Model of Setion 4.9.2
nw ns time (s) backtracks constraints time (s) backtracks constraints5 10 1.3 1098 839 23 58107 34968 7 0.61 890 1242 2.3 4109 94710 10 19 20210 2183 > 2 min ? 16645 15 41 87430 1628 > 2 min ? 1244The model of setion 3.6 is more e�ient than the other one as an be seen fromthe benhmark table above. The reason may be that the redundant variables andhanneling onstraints of the former model triggers more onstraint propagation.It's important to notie that this behaviour may be di�erent for di�erent modelsand instanes.On a suggestion from Pierre Flener, I tried to �atten the Supplies arrayolumn wise instead of row wise (the default) before sending it to labeling/2.I also hanged the default labeling option from [�℄ to [down℄. This modi�a-tion speeded up the omputation. As a omparison I give benhmarks for the�optimized� versions of the same models and instanes below.69



Warehouse Loation Problem BenhmarksModel of Setion 4.9.2 (optimized)
nw ns time (s) backtracks constraints5 10 0.8 2582 6898 7 0.6 737 77910 10 28 21176 13645 15 18 38098 101910 15 97 63557 201915 15 > 2 min ? 3019Although the optimized model performs better the salability is still bad. Inpartiular the 15 × 15 instane still times out. The model of setion 3.6 is notsuitable for this type of optimization beause it uses two deision variable arraysinstead of one and the Supply array is transposed with respet to the one in theother model so it does no sense to �atten it olumn wise. Therefore only one ofthe models has been inluded here.The n Queens ProblemIn the n queens problem, the omputing time is �rst very low, but at approx-imately n = 16 it begins to grow rapidly. A strange pattern is that the timeis invariably lower for odd values of n. For even ns, the problem beomes in-tratable at n = 22, but for odd values of n I an drive it a little bit father.n Queens Benhmarks

n time (s) backtracks constraints8 0.01 23 4649 0.01 6 59410 0.05 23 74011 0.01 9 90212 0.04 45 108013 0.12 16 127414 0.17 296 148415 0.34 207 179016 2.63 1516 195217 1.8 875 221018 11.75 5545 248419 0.8 321 277420 60.42 24386 308021 2.37 783 340223 6.25 1910 409425 12.27 3161 485027 151.51 32444 567029 525.13 93393 6554
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7 Conlusion7.1 SummaryIn this thesis I present an implementation of the modeling language esra[4, 3℄.The ompiler translates esra models into SICStus Prolog and submits them tothe lpfd [2℄ sub system for solution. In the interest of simpliity and rapid de-velopment, ertain features of esra has been exluded from the implementation.This report is divided into two major parts. The �rst part gives a detailed de�-nition of the language atually implemented, while the seond part is an equallydetailed presentation of the translation algorithms. The ompiler itself is devel-oped in OCaml, an objet oriented funtional language. The relational variablesof esra are represented as �matries�, i.e. as iterated list strutures simulatingmulti dimensional arrays. I have abstrated some Prolog ode, for instane theode responsible for relational representation, into two separate Prolog librarymodules. The generated programs together with the library modules makes upan exeutable system, apable of solving CSPs written in esra. I have tested theompiler against several test models. In all ases I have found that the ompilergenerates orret ode and that the ode produes the orret answers. Somebenhmarks of the warehouse loation problem, and other problems, are alsopresented. As the benhmarks indiate, the implementation is not as e�ientas one would wish. I don't understand the reasons for this ine�ieny.7.2 Related WorkConstraint logi programming over �nite domains is a vast and important re-searh �eld. Systems based on high level modeling languages are in the vogueand there are several ongoing projets in this diretion all over the world.There is also a predeessor of esra based on funtional variables, here alledfuntional esra. There already exists a ompiler, written in Java, ompilingfuntional esra into opl [17, 9℄. See also [9℄ for a general disussion of how torepresent funtional variables and heuristis for hoosing the most suitable onefor a ertain lass of problems and instane data.The goal of the Australian G12 projet [13℄ is to build a software platformfor solving large sale industrial ombinatorial optimization problems. The sys-tem will use Constraint Programming to allow problems to be stated simply,and then solved e�iently. The platform will onsist of Zin, a high level modellanguage, Merury, an already existing onstraint programming language andCadmium, a mapping language for transforming Zin models into merury pro-grams. The omplete platform, omprising Zin, Cadmium and Merury will bealled G12 (sine Zin, Cadmium and Merury belong to the 12th group in theperiodi table of hemial elements).The system will work with several solversmixing di�erent solving paradigms, suh as for instane onstraint program-ming, mixed integer programming and loal searh. Suh work will require theollaboration of researhers from di�erent disiplines: operations researhers,graph algorithms researhers, meta-heuristis researhers, arti�ial intelligeneresearhers, and software engineers.The Arti�ial Intelligene Group at University of York, UK, does researhin the area of automated generation of onstraint programs [7℄. The projet'saim is to develop an automated system that, given a spei�ation of a problem,71



an generate one or more onstraint programs that an solve the problem. TheYork system onsists of two omponents:a spei�ation language alled essene[6℄ and a re�nement language onjure [8℄. essene goes far beyond esra insupplying a vast set of deision variable types suh as sets, multisets, relations,funtions, partitions whih an be nested to arbitrary depths, for instane set,set of set, set of partitions, and so forth. Note that the York group have takenanother approah to relational modeling than esra. A design goal of esra is tomake the language initially as small as possible, deliberately omitting featuressuh as nested data-types. The seond development of the York group is theformulation and automation of a set of rules that an re�ne onstraints onomplex variables in an essene spei�ation into onstraints on atomi andatomi set variables, the level of abstration provided by existing onstrainttoolkits. This is taken are of by the onjure language.7.3 Future WorkThis implementation of esra is a minimal one. I have deliberately left outfeatures whih I found di�ult, unlear or tedious to implement. Now I willgive suggestions of future extensions, both suh ones that I left out and suhones that was never in the sope of this projet.The type heking is now interlaed with translation in my one pass ompiler.I think it would be nie to lift it out and perform the type heking at on theparse tree before passing it to the translator. Also the error messages ould bemore user friendly.An optimization pass may be introdued between the parser (type heker)and translator whih attempts a transformation/simpli�ation of the parse treein order to produe more e�ient ode. For instane it would be possible toreplae some loops with a salar produt onstraint. Consider the following odesnippet from the warehouse problem model in setion 4.9.2sum(W : Warehouses, S : Stores | Supplies(W,S)) (SupplyCost(S,W)).Normally this sum is omputed by a double loop over W and S. But the innerloop an be replaed by a salar produt onstraint instead. Coneptually thisis equivalent tosum(W : Warehouses) (salar_produt (Row-W[Supplies℄, Col-S[SupplyCost℄))This an be implemented diretly in SICStus Prolog whih has a salar_produtonstraint.Sometimes an entire sub prediate an be eliminated by omputing a sumdiretly on a relation variable rather than opy it row wise (a proedure pointedout by my supervisor Pierre Flener). Consider the following fragment of thewarehouse loation problem from setion 4.9.2.forall(W : Warehouses) (ount(0..Capaity(W)) (S : Stores | Supplies(W,S)72



))The normal way to translate this expression is by a double loop over W and S.The inner loop over S should just opy the array Supplies(W) and pass it bak.This an be optimized by letting the outer loop set the ounting onstraintdiretly on Supplies(W). This is oneptually equivalent toforall(W : Warehouses) (Count-Ones(Row-W[Supplies℄, Count)Count in 0..Capaity(W)).This is possible beause the array Supplies is stored row wise, so that the rowsare diretly addressable without opying.Some features that I have left out are really part of esra. For instane theard/1 operator and set omprehension notation as well as symboli (enumer-ated) onstants should be implemented. See setion 2 for a full aount of whathas been missed out of the language.The ompiler should be non deterministi, i.e. produe several programsusing di�erent representations of the relational variables. This will aid themodeler (or a tool) in the task of hoosing the most suitable representation fora ertain model/instane data lass. The modeler (or a tool) will then be ableto experiment with di�erent models without having to reompile.Eventually, more intelligene will be built into the ompiler via heuristis(suh as those of [9℄) for the ompiler to rank the resulting ompiled programs bydereasing likelihood of e�ieny, without any reourse to experiments. Certainrepresentations an be shown to be more e�ient than others under ertainirumstanes depending on ardinality onstraints and other fators [9, 12, 16℄.Symmetry breaking is very important in solving suh problems as BIBDwhih are loaded with symmetries. Automati symmetry breaking in the om-piler would be very desirable although hard to ahieve.Automati generation of implied onstraints is also very desirable to buildinto the ompiler beause it is often the key to e�ient solving.
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8 GrammarModel
〈Model〉 −→ 〈Decl〉 〈Objective〉Delarations
〈Decl〉 −→ 〈DomDecl〉 | 〈CstDecl〉 | 〈VarDecl〉 | 〈Decl〉 〈Decl〉Domain Delarations
〈DomDecl〉 −→ dom 〈Id〉 = 〈Expr〉Constant Delarations
〈CstDecl〉 −→ st 〈Id〉 : 〈Expr〉

| st 〈Id〉 = 〈Expr〉: 〈Expr〉Variable Delarations
〈VarDecl〉 −→ var 〈Id〉 : 〈Expr〉Objetives
〈Objective〉 −→ solve 〈Expr〉

| minimise 〈Expr〉 suh that 〈Expr〉
| maximise 〈Expr〉 suh that 〈Expr〉Expressions

〈Expr〉 −→ 〈Name〉 | 〈Appl〉 | 〈Tuple〉 | 〈NumExpr〉
| 〈SetExpr〉 | 〈Formula〉

〈Appl〉 −→ 〈Id〉 〈Expr〉

〈Tuple〉 −→ ( 〈Exprs〉)
〈Exprs〉 −→ 〈Expr〉 | 〈Expr〉, 〈Exprs〉Numeri Expressions
〈NumExpr〉 −→ 〈Int〉

| 〈Expr〉 〈ArithBinOp〉 〈Expr〉
| 〈ArithUnaryOp〉 〈Expr〉
| sum ( 〈QuantExpr〉)( 〈Expr〉)

〈Int〉 −→ 〈Nat〉 | -〈Nat〉

〈Nat〉 −→ 〈Digit〉 | 〈Digit〉 〈Nat〉

〈Digit〉 −→ 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 974



Set Expressions
〈SetExpr〉 −→ int | nat

| { 〈Exprs〉}
| 〈Expr〉.. 〈Expr〉
| 〈Expr〉[ 〈Expr〉℄
| 〈Expr〉 〈SetOp〉 〈Expr〉

〈SetOp〉 −→ [ 〈Expr〉# 〈Expr〉℄
| [ 〈Expr〉#℄
| [# 〈Expr〉℄
| [#℄
| [-> 〈Expr〉℄
| [->℄
| [+> 〈Expr〉℄
| [+>℄Formulas

〈Formula〉 −→ true | false
| 〈Expr〉 〈PropOp〉 〈Expr〉
| 〈Expr〉 〈CompOp〉 〈Expr〉
| forall ( 〈QuantExpr〉)( 〈Expr〉)
| exists ( 〈QuantExpr〉)
| ount ( 〈Expr〉)( 〈QuantExpr〉)

〈QuantExpr〉 −→ 〈QvarDecls〉
| 〈QvarDecls〉| 〈Expr〉

〈QvarDecls〉 −→ 〈LclVarSpec〉
| 〈LclVarSpec〉, 〈QvarDecls〉

〈LclVarSpec〉 −→ 〈Qvars〉: 〈Expr〉

〈Qvars〉 −→ 〈GuardVars〉 | 〈ConjVars〉

〈ConjVars〉 −→ 〈Id〉 | 〈Id〉 & 〈ConjVars〉

〈GuardVars〉 −→ 〈Id〉 〈CompOp〉 〈Id〉Identi�ers
〈Id〉 −→ 〈Letter〉

| 〈Letter〉 〈DigitsLetters〉

〈Ids〉 −→ 〈Id〉
| 〈Id〉, 〈Ids〉

〈Letter〉 −→ A | . . . | Z | a | . . . | z
〈DigitsLetters〉 −→ (〈Digit〉 | 〈Letter〉 | _)

| (〈Digit〉 | 〈Letter〉 | _) 〈DigitsLetters〉75



OperatorsComparison Operators
〈CompOp〉 −→ < | =< | = | >= | > | !=Arithmeti Operators
〈ArithBinOp〉 −→ + | - | * | / | %
〈ArithUnaryOp〉 −→ - | absPropositional Operators
〈PropOp〉 −→ /\ | \/ | => | <= | <=>
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